
ABSTRACT 

URKASEMSIN, GANOKON.  Gene Discovery in Hereditary Cerebellar Cortical 
Degeneration of Scottish Terriers. (Under the direction of Dr. Natasha J Olby, and Dr. Jorge 
A Piedrahita). 
 

Hereditary cerebellar degeneration is a heterogeneous group of ataxia-associated 

neurodegenerative diseases with a wide range of clinical and pathological manifestations, 

constituting an important emerging problem affecting purebred dogs, particularly the 

Scottish Terrier. Yet, this breed has different clinical and pathological features from other 

breeds with ataxia syndromes, indicating a different genetic background. In Scottish 

Terriers, hereditary cerebellar degeneration has been recognized in this breed in the last 

decade. Therefore, this study was aimed to: (1) describe the clinical and histopathological 

manifestations in a large cohort of affected Scottish Terriers with cerebellar cortical 

degeneration, (2) estimate the disease prevalence and determine the possible mode of 

inheritance, (3) identify the genetic locus, and (4) ultimately develop a genetic test for this 

disease in the breed.  

Initially, owners of 62 affected (case) dogs were contacted for a description of clinical 

signs, age of onset, disease progression, videotapes of gait, brain magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI), pedigrees, blood samples (for DNA extraction), and brains for 

histopathological examination. Gait abnormalities were noted in the first year of life in 76% 

of dogs, and progressed slowly. Clinical signs included wide based stance, dysmetria, 

intention tremor, and difficulty negotiating stairs and running. Cerebellar atrophy was 

detected on MRI. Prevalence of disease was estimated at 1 in 1,335 American Kennel Club 

registered Scottish Terriers. Pedigree and litter analysis results were consistent with an 

autosomal recessive mode of inheritance.  

Brain histopathology revealed cerebellar cortical degeneration characterized by a 

loss of Purkinje neurons, thinning of molecular and granular layers and polyglucosan bodies 



(PGBs) in the molecular layer. Counts of Purkinje neurons and PGBs demonstrated a 

significant degeneration of Purkinje neurons which was more profound dorsally than 

ventrally, and significantly more PGBs in the ventral half of the vermis. 

Immunohistochemically, PGBs in affected dogs stained positive for neurofilament 200 kD 

and ubiquitin and were negative for other neuronal markers. Ultrastructurally, PGBs were 

non-membrane-bound amorphous structures with a dense core.  

To identify the chromosomal region associated with the disease, genome-wide 

microsatellite genotyping (22 cases and their 71 control relatives) and single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) genotyping (46 cases and 60 controls) were performed. Linkage 

analysis on the microsatellite genotyping data revealed a significantly linked region to the 

disease on chromosome X (CFA X) (LOD score=5.6, at 41.0-117.2 Mb), but not on 

autosomes.  Association analysis on the SNP genotyping data confirmed a significant 

association on CFA X (Praw=5.249 x10-9, Pgenome=3.076 x10-5, Bonferroni=7.497 x10-5), 

and also narrowed the region of interest down from 76.2 Mb to 6.7 Mb. Re-evaluation of 

available pedigrees suggested either an X-linked recessive trait or dominant with incomplete 

penetrance trait. However, the over-representation of female controls as opposed to less 

female cases appears to be more consistent with a recessive X linked trait.  To determine 

candidate gene(s) for the disease, targeted capture microarray technology of the region of 

interest and High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS) were performed in a subset of 6 case and 

control dogs. The HTS revealed 96 intronic variants segregating with the disease as an X-

linked recessive trait. The candidate gene, HPRT1, contained 18 variants. Mutations of 

HPRT1 cause Lesch-Nyhan syndrome characterized by gouty arthritis and neurological 

disorders of which cerebellar ataxia and pathology are a component in humans. Other 

candidate genes are SLC9A6 and SMARCA1, which have been associated with the mental 

retardation syndromes in humans with a component of cerebellar ataxia. In order to develop 

a genetic test, five of 18 variants in HPRT1 gene and upstream were Sanger sequenced in 



23 cases and 65 controls, with none of the variants segregating with the disease. 

Sequencing of additional variants on HPRT1, SLC9A6 and SMARCA1 is needed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Literature Review of Hereditary Ataxia 

Literature Review 

The cerebellum is a complex part of the central nervous system (CNS) containing 

one of the most complicated neuronal networks in the brain. The cerebellum has neuronal 

connections with several parts of the brain, which allows it to function as an important brain 

center integrating and modulating inputs from somatomotor, somatosensory, special 

senses, and visceral systems, and from centers involved in emotions and cognitive 

functions. In response to inputs from all the above, the cerebellum then produces 

coordinated tasks1, such as fine-adjustment of movements and control of gait2.  

Anatomically, the cerebellum consists of a narrow midline region, called the vermis, 

and two hemispheres. The cerebellum is located above the brainstem and caudal and 

ventral to the occipital lobe of the cortex, and cerebellar peduncles attach it to the brainstem. 

Altogether, it occupies about 9.32% of the total brain3. The cerebellum is comprised of a 

central core of white matter surrounded externally by a grey matter cortex. The cerebellar 

white matter consists of deep cerebellar nuclei and efferent and afferent fibers of the 

cerebellar cortex. The cerebellar cortex is composed of three layers: (1) the molecular layer 

is the most external cortical layer of neurons consisting of stellate cells, basket cells, and 

several dendrites and axons, (2) a single layer of Purkinje neurons lie below the molecular 

layer, and their dendrites extend out into the molecular layer, and (3) deep to the Purkinje 

cells there is a thick layer of smaller neurons also called granular cells, and a smaller 

number of Golgi cells2. Only axons from Purkinje neurons convey information away from the 

cortex by passing the granular layer to terminate at the cerebellar nuclei or at the vestibular 
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nuclei1. Mossy fibers (axons from brainstem and spinal cord) and climbing fibers (axons 

from olivary neurons in the medulla oblongata) are the two major types of afferents that 

reach the cerebellum. Mossy fibers usually synapse at the cerebellar nuclei in the white 

matter and at the granular neurons in the cerebellar cortex. Climbing fibers synapse at the 

cerebellar nuclei and on the dendrites of Purkinje neurons in the molecular layer2. 

In terms of histopathology, the cortical cerebellum and its neuronal layers are highly 

susceptible to insult, particularly the Purkinje neurons, and therefore constitute a common 

target for neurodegenerative disease processes. In human medicine, neurodegenerative 

disorders of the cerebellum, such as the hereditary ataxias especially the spinocerebellar 

ataxia (SCA), are an important group of disorders with a significant financial burden on 

health care systems. Hereditary ataxias are a heterogeneous group of diseases and can be 

classified as either sporadic cases or inherited as autosomal dominant or recessive, X-

linked, or maternal (mitochondrial) modes4 (Table 1, 2, 3, and 4). Hereditary ataxias can 

also be classified according to their mechanism as channelopathies, abnormal protein 

folding and degradation, defective DNA repair, mitochondrial disroders, and metabolic 

dysfunction5.  

A large variety of rodent models have been developed in order to understand the 

etiopathogenesis of hereditary cerebellar ataxias. For example, leaner, rolling, rocker, 

wobbly, and tottering mice6, and groggy rat7 have been used to study an intrinsic 

mechanism for channelopathy-based ataxias. These rodents have different mutations in the 

CACNA1A gene encoding the α1A subunit of voltage-gated Cav2.1 Ca2+6. The CACNA1A 

gene is also highly expressed in neuronal tissues (cell bodies, dendrites, and presynaptic 

terminals) and especially in the cerebellum, particularly in the Purkinje neurons8. Recent 

findings suggests that the Purkinje neuron channel Cav2.1- α1A -knockout is sufficient to 
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cause cerebellar ataxia in mice9. Mutations in this gene can cause spinocerebellar ataxia 

type 610, episodic ataxia type 2, and familial hemiplegic migraine11 in humans. Another 

example of a channelopathy causing cerebellar ataxia occurs when the expression of the 

transmembrane α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) receptor 

regulatory proteins (TARP) is severely reduced in the stargazer mutant mouse, particularly 

the TARP-γ2 – or stargazin - coded by the CACNG2 gene12. The downregulation of TARP-

γ2 was linked with cerebellar ataxia and absence epilepsy, and a major loss of functional 

glutamate receptors of the subtype AMPA has been reported on inhibitory Purkinje cells, 

stellate cell, basket cell and granular cells13. These AMPA glutamate receptors (AMPARs) 

are heterotetrameric transmembrane proteins formed by combinations of four glutamate 

receptor subunits, GluA1–414. As previously mentioned, Purkinje cells constitute the only 

output from the cerebellum but they also include inhibitory projection neurons. Purkinje cells 

also receive excitatory input from mossy fibers through the parallel fibers of the granular 

neurons and from climbing fibers, and they predominantly express only one member of each 

TARP subclass; stargazin (γ2) of class I and γ7 of class II sub-types15. Purkinje cells have 

GluA2/3-containing synaptic AMPARs16 and express TARPs γ2 and γ717 while the stellate 

cell and basket cell in the cerebellum have GluA2-lacking calcium-permeable (CP) synaptic 

AMPARs, containing GluA418. Researchers recently found 52% losses of GluA2/3 at parallel 

fiber-Purkinje neuron synapses examined in TARPγ2-KO mice (the stargazer mouse model) 

by post-embedding immunogold-labeling13. Previous to this latter study, mossy fibers–

granular cells synapses in the ataxic stargazer (stg) cerebellum devoid GluA2/3 labeling, 

whereas the same synapses in non-ataxic +/stg littermates labeled in large quantities. In 

fact, the granular neurons are unique in being dependent upon stargazin as their sole TARP 

responsible for delivery of synaptic AMPARs. Physiologically, this unique feature makes 
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mossy fiber to granular cell synapses lose all synaptic AMPARs, and therefore become 

functionally silent15. On the other hand, recent in vitro studies have indicated that the 

inhibitory Purkinje cells19 and stellate cells20 also have a compromised synaptic AMPAR 

function in stargazer model, which may also contribute to the ataxic phenotype.  

Other rodent models such as, moonwalker mice (TRPC3 gene)21, sticky mouse 

(AARS gene)22, Purkinje cell degeneration mouse (AGTPBP1 gene), recoil wobbler mouse 

(GRM1 gene)23, Staggerer mouse (RORA gene)24, and other rodent models specific for 

human ataxia have also been used to investigate the underlying causes of Purkinje cell 

degeneration and the synaptic innervation pre-processes in the cerebellum. Although a 

number of genes with a variety of mutations have been identified as the underlying disease 

mechanism in humans (Table 1, 2, 3, and 4), there are still several ataxia-related clinical 

syndromes of which the etiopathogenesis and genetic causes remain unknown4, 25.  
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Table 1 Autosomal dominant neurodegenerative cerebellar ataxia disorders
4, 25-33

. Pink highlights 
represent the diseases with relatively pure cerebellar ataxia. 
 

Human autosomal 
dominant ataxia 

Human 
chromo
some 

Dog 
chromo
some 

Gene Gene product Mutation 

Abnormal protein folding and degradation 

Spinocerebellar ataxia 
type 1 (SCA1) 

6 35 ATXN1 ataxin-1 
Translated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

SCA2 12 26 ATXN2 ataxin-2 
Translated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

SCA3/MJD Machado-
Joseph disease 

14 8 ATXN3 ataxin-3 
Translated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

SCA6 19 20,7 CACNA1A 
voltage-dependent P/Q-type calcium 
channel subunit alpha-1A 

Translated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

SCA7 3 20 ATXN7 ataxin-7 
Translated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

SCA17 6 12 TBP TATA-box-binding protein 
Translated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

Dentatorubral 

pallidoluysian atrophy 

(DRPLA) 

12 27,5 ATN1 atrophin-1 

Translated 
CAG/CAA 
repeat 
expansion 

Mitochondrial dysfunction 

Leigh syndrome 9 9 SURF1 surfeit locus protein 1 Point mutation 

Optic atrophy and 
deafness  

3 23 OPA1 
dynamin-like 120 kDa protein 
mitochondrial 

Point mutation 

Progressive external 

ophthalmoplegia with 

mitochondrial DNA 

deletions (PEO) 

17 9 POLG2 
DNA polymerase subunit gamma-2 
mitochondrial 

Point mutation 

15 3 POLG1 Polymerase-gamma gene Point mutation 

4 16 SLC25A4 ADP/ATP translocase 1 Point mutation 

10 28 C10orf2 twinkle Point mutation 

Chanelopathies 

SCA13 19 6, 21 KCNC3 
potassium voltage-gated channel 
subfamily C member 3 

Point mutation 

Episodic Ataxia type 1 
(EA1) 

12 27 KCNA1 
potassium voltage-gated channel 
subfamily A member 1 

Point mutation 

EA2 19 20,7 CACNA1A 
voltage-dependent P/Q-type calcium 
channel subunit alpha-1A 

Point mutation 

EA5 2 19 CACNB4β4 
voltage-dependent L-type calcium 
channel subunit beta-4 

Point mutation 
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Table 1 Continued 

 

Human autosomal 
dominant ataxia 

Human 
chromos

ome 

Dog 
chromos

ome 
Gene Gene product Mutation 

Others 

SCA8 13 22 ATXN8OS ATXN8OS 

3’ 
Untranslated 
CTG repeat 
expansion 

SCA10 22 10 ATXN10 ataxin-10 
Intronic 
ATTCT repeat 
expansion 

SCA12 5 2,4 PPP2R2B 
serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 
2A regulatory subunit B beta isoform 

5’ 
Untranslated 
CAG repeat 
expansion 

SCA31 16 5 BEAN1 

brain expressed, associated with 
neural precursor cell expressed, 
developmentally down-regulated 4 
(NNED4), 1 

Intronic 
TGGAA/TAAA 
repeat 
expansion 

SCA36 20 24,X,2 NOP56 nucleolar protein 56 

Intronic 
GGCCTG 
repeat 
expansion 

Adult-onset autosomal 
dominant 
leukodystrophy (ADLD)  

5 11 LMNB1 lamin-B1 duplication 

SCA5 11 18 SPTBN2 
spectrin beta chain brain, 2Beta-III 
spectrin 

Point mutation 

SCA11  15 30 TTBK2 tau-tubulin kinase 2 Point mutation 

SCA14 19 1,6  PRKCG protein kinase C gamma type Point mutation 

SCA15/16 3 20 ITPR1 
inositol 1 4 5-trisphosphate receptor 
type 1 

Point mutation 

SCA23 20 24 PDYN prodynorphin Point mutation 

SCA28 18 7 AFG3L2 ATPase family gene 3-like 2 Point mutation 

SCA27 13 22 FGF14 fibroblast growth factor 14 Point mutation 

SCA35 20 24 TGM6 transglutaminase 6 Point mutation 

Unidentified type of 
spinocerebellar ataixa 

16 5 PLEKHG4 
puratrophin-1 or Purkinje cell atrophy 
associated protein 

Point mutation 

EA6 5 4 SLC1A3 excitatory amino acid transporter 1 Point mutation 

Unknown 

EA3 1 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

EA4 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

EA7 19 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA4 16 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA18 7 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA19/22 1 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 
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Table 1 Continued 

 

Human autosomal 
dominant ataxia 

Human 
chromos

ome 

Dog 
chromos

ome 
Gene Gene product Mutation 

Unknown 

SCA20 11 Unknown Unknown Unknown 

260-kb 
duplication in 
the pericentric 
region 

SCA21 7 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA25 2 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA26 19 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA29 3 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SCA30 4 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

 

Table 2 Autosomal recessive neurodegenerative cerebellar ataxia disorders
4, 25, 34-37

. 

 

Human autosomal recessive 
ataxia 

Human 
chromo
some 

Dog 
Chromo

some 
Gene Gene Product Mutation 

Mitochondrial disorder 

Friedreich's ataxia (FRDA) 9 1 FXN frataxin mitochondrial precusor 

Intronic 
GAA repeat 
expansion, 
point 
mutation 

Autosomal recessive cerebellar 
ataxia type 2 (ARCA2) 

1 7, 1 ADCK3 
chaperone activity of bc1 
complex-like mitochondrial 

Point 
mutation 

Autosomal recessive progressive 
external ophthalmoplegia (PEO) 

15 3 POLG1 
DNA polymerase subunit 
gamma-1 

Point 
mutation 

Sensory ataxic neuropathy, 
dysarthria, ophthalmoplegia 
(SANDO) 

15 3 POLG1 
DNA polymerase subunit 
gamma-1 

Point 
mutation 

Alpers Huttenlocher syndrome 
(AHS) 

15 3 POLG1 
DNA polymerase subunit 
gamma-1 

Point 
mutation 

Mitochondrial neuro-gastro-
intestinal encephalomyopathy 
(MNGIE) 

15 3 POLG1 
DNA polymerase subunit 
gamma-1 

Point 
mutation 

Mitochondrial recessive ataxia 
syndrome (MIRAS) 

15 3 POLG1 
DNA polymerase subunit 
gamma-1 

Point 
mutation 

Myoclonus epilepsy, myopathy and 
sensory ataxia (MEMSA) 

15 3 POLG1 
DNA polymerase subunit 
gamma-1 

Point 
mutation 

Infantile-onset spinocerebellar 
ataxia (IOSA) 

10 28 C10orf2 
twinkle protein mitochondrial 
isoform D 

Point 
mutation 

Diabetes insipidus, diabetes 
mellitus, optic atrophy, deafness 
syndrome (DIDMOAD, Wolfram 
syndrome) 

4 13 WFS1 wolframin 
Point 
mutation 

4 32 
CISD2 or 
WFS2 

CDGSH iron-sulfur domain-
containing protein 2  

Point 
mutation 

Leigh syndrome 3 20 PDHB 
pyruvate dehydrogenase E1-
beta  

Point 
mutation 
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Table 2 Continued 

 

Human autosomal recessive 
ataxia 

Human 
chromo
some 

Dog 
Chromo

some 
Gene Gene Product Mutation 

Metabolic stress 

Ataxia with vitamin E deficiency 
(AVED) 

8 29 TTPA 
alpha-tocopherol transfer 
protein 

Point 
mutation 

Abetalipoprotenaemia (ABLP) 4 32 MTTP 
microsomal triglyceride 
transfer protein large subunit 
precursor 

Point 
mutation 

Defective DNA repair           

Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) 11 5 ATM serine-protein kinase ATM 
Point 
mutation 

Ataxia telangiectasia-like disorders 
(ATLD) 

11 21 MRE11A 
meiotic recombination 11 
homolog A 

Point 
mutation 

Ataxia with oculomotor apraxia, 
type1 (AOA1) 

9 11 APTX aprataxin 
Point 
mutation 

Ataxia with oculomotor apraxia, 
type2 (AOA2) 

9 9 SETX probable helicase senataxin 
Point 
mutation 

Spinocerebellar ataxia with axonal 
neuropathy 1 (SCAN1) 

14 8 TDP1 
tyrosyl-DNA 
phosphodiesterase 1 

Point 
mutation 

Others 

Autosomal recessive spastic ataxia 
of Charlevoix-Saguaney 
(ARSACS) 

13 25 SACS sacsin 
Point 
mutation 

Marinesco Sjogren's syndrome 
(MSS) 

5 11 SIL1 
nucleotide exchange factor 
SIL1 precursor 

Point 
mutation 

Cayman ataxia 19 1 ATCAY caytaxin 
Point 
mutation 

Polyneuropathy, hearing loss, 
ataxia (PHARC) 

2 23 ABHD12 
monoacylglycerol lipase 
ABHD12 

Point 
mutation 

Early-onset cerebellar ataxia with 
retained tendon reflexes 

9 1 FXN frataxin  
Intronic 
GAA repeat 
expansion 

Autosomal recessive cerebellar 
ataxia (ARCA1) 

6 1 SYNE1 nesprin-1  
Point 
mutation 

Late-onset Tay-Sachs disease 15 30 HEXA 
beta-hexosaminidase subunit 
alpha  

Point 
mutation 

Refsum's disease 

10 2 PHYH 
phytanoyl-CoA dioxygenase 
peroxisomal precursor 

Point 
mutation 

6 1 PEX7 
peroxisomal biogenesis factor 
7 

Point 
mutation 

Cerebrotendious Xanthomatosis 
(CTX) 

2 37 CYP27A1 
sterol 26-hydroxylase 
mitochondrial precursor 

Point 
mutation 

Autosomal recessive 
spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 
(SCAR10) 

3 23 ANO10 anoctamin-10 
Point 
mutation 

Ataxia with epilepsy and mental 
retardation 

3 33 KIAA0226 Rundataxin 
Point 
mutation 

Juvenile-onset spino-cerebellar 
ataxia and epilepsy (SCAE) 

16 unknown unknown unknown unknown 
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Table 3 X-linked disorders with cerebellar ataxia. Pink highlights represent the diseases that are 

considered as a neurodegenerative disorder
4, 38-43

. 

 

Human X-linked 
disorder with 

cerebellar ataxia 

Human 
chromosomal 

locus 

Dog 
chromosomal 

locus 
Gene Gene product Mutation 

X-linked Leigh syndrome  
chrX:19362011  
-19379825 

chrX:15291768  
-15307494 

PDHA1 
pyruvate 
dehydrogenase E1  

Point 
mutation 

X-linked lissencephaly 
with ambiguous genitalia 

chrX:25021813  
-25034065 

chrX:20497217  
-20509007 

ARX 
Aristaless-related 
homeobox 

Point 
mutation 

CASK syndrome  
chrX:41374189  
-41782287 

chrX:35884501  
-36244469 

CASK 
Calcium/Calmodulin 
dependent serine 
protein kinase 

Point 
mutation 

Oligophrenin-1 
syndrome 

chrX:67262186  
-67653299 

chrX:55377327  
-55908921 

OPHN1 oligophrenin-1 
Point 
mutation 

X-link sideroblastic 
anemia with ataxia 
(XLSA/A) 

chrX:74273105  
-74376132 

chrX:61359945  
-61523487 

ABCB7 
ATP-binding cassette 
sub-family B member 7 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked Opitz/GBBB 
syndrome 

chrX:10413350  
-10851809 

chrX:7041201    
-7198729 

MID1 midline-1 
Point 
mutation 

X-linked lissencephaly 
type I 

chrX:110537007
-110655460 

chrX:87469155  
-87586087 

DCX 
neuronal migration 
protein doublecortin 

Point 
mutation, 
duplication 

Oral-facial-digital type I/ 
X-linked Joubert 
syndrome 

chrX:13752832-
13787480 

chrX:10098404  
-10151431 

OFD1 
oral-facial-digital 
syndrome 1 protein 

Point 
mutation 

Candidate gene for X-
linked mental retardation 
in 12 families 

chrX:128580478
-128657460 

chrX:103732870
-103805637 

SMARCA1
/ SNF2L 

SWI/SNF related, 
matrix associated, actin 
dependent regulator of 
chromatin, subfamily a, 
member 1 

unknown 

Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome 
(LNS) 

chrX:133594175
-133634698 

chrX:108177629
-108214917 

HPRT1 
hypoxanthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyltransfer
ase 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked Angelman-like 
syndrome or 
chistiansone  syndrome 

chrX:135067586
-135129428 

chrX:109487347
-109534427 

SLC9A6 
sodium/hydrogen 
exchanger 6 isoform a 
precursor 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked visceral 
heterotaxy 

chrX:136648346
-136654259 

chrX:110890225
-110896083 

ZIC3 
zinc finger protein ZIC 
3 

Point 
mutation 

Fragile X syndrome 
chrX:146993469
-147032647 

chrX:119319444
-119357536 

FMR1 
fragile X mental 
retardation 1 protein 

5' 
untranslated 
CGG repeats 
expansion 

Fragile X-associated 
tremor/ataxia syndrome 
(FXTAS)  

chrX:146993469
-147032647 

chrX:119319444
-119357536 

FMR1 
fragile X mental 
retardation 1 protein 

5' 
untranslated 
CGG repeats 
expansion 

X-linked hydrocephalus 
chrX:153126971
-153141399 

chrX:124752308
-124766310 

L1CAM 
neural cell adhesion 
molecule L1 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked mental 
retardation, Fried type 
(MRXSF) 

chrX:15843929  
-15873100 

chrX:12031672-
12061963 

AP1S2 
Adaptor protein 
complex 1 complex 
subunit sigma-2 

Point 
mutation 

Rett syndrome 
chrX:153287264
-153363188 

chrX:124908283
-124976606 

MECP2 
methyl-CpG-binding 
protein 2 

Point 
mutation 

Oto-palato-digital type II 
chrX:153576900
-153603006 

chrX:125105202
-125127243 

FLNA filamin-A 
Point 
mutation 

Hoyeraal-Hreidarsso 
chrX:153991031
-154005964 

chrX:125859717
-125870907 

DKC1 
H/ACA 
ribonucleoprotein 
complex subunit 4 

Point 
mutation 
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Table 4 Maternally mitochondrial inherited disorders with cerebellar ataxia
4
. 

 

Human mitochondrial disease with ataxia Gene coding mutation 

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactacidosis, stroke-like 
episodes (MELAS) 

tRNAs, Respiratory Complex (RC) 
subunits 

Point mutation 

Myoclonic epilepsy and ragged red fibers (MERRF) tRNAs Point mutation 

Multiple systemic lipomatosis (MSL) tRNAs Point mutation 

Mitochondrial diabetes and deafness syndrome (MIDD) tRNAs Point mutation 

Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) RC subunits Point mutation 

Neurogenic muscle weakness, ataxia, and retinitis pigmentosa 
(NARP) 

RC subunit Point mutation 

Maternally inherited Leigh syndrome (MILS) RC subunits Point mutation 

Pearson syndrome (PS) RC subunits, RNAs 
Duplication/large 
deletion 

Kearns Sayre syndrome (KSS) RC subunits, RNAs 
Duplication/large 
deletion 

 

In fact, several neurodegenerative diseases in humans, such as Alzheimers disease 

and hereditary ataxia are clinically and histopathologically comparable to spontaneous 

diseases of dogs44. The inherent structure of modern dog breeds with extensive inbreeding 

and population bottlenecks from selective breeding practices, can enrich genetic risk factors 

and make diseases more detectable by genetic studies. Domestic dogs are also known to 

serve as companion animals, and consequently, they also have been exposed to many of 

the same environmental conditions as humans including living space, and food sources. 

These may result in common disease risk factors and pathogenesis between humans and 

dogs45. Moreover, hereditary cerebellar degeneration is also a common neurodegenerative 

disorder that affects a broad range of species, and it is a major concern in purebred dogs, 

including Scottish Terriers2, 46. The group of neurodegenerative ataxias affecting the 

cerebellar cortex is primarily classified as cerebellar cortical abiotrophy in veterinary 

medicine. Cerebellar abiotrophy is a collective term that implies an inherited intrinsic 

metabolic disorder that causes progressive neuronal (Purkinje cell) death2. Taken together, 
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all these facts make the cerebellar cortical region very attractive for clinical research 

purposes in veterinary medicine. Along with the obvious benefits to dogs, identifying the 

genetic cause of hereditary cerebellar degeneration may also provide insightful 

etiopathogenic mechanisms for the hereditary ataxias in humans. 

In Scottish Terriers, the first case report describing the cerebellar cortical 

degeneration condition was published in 200147. Subsequently, cerebellar cortical 

degeneration has emerged as an important problem in the Scottish Terrier breed, which 

lead to these dissertation studies in a large cohort of Scottish Terriers with hereditary 

cerebellar cortical neurodegenerative disease. Clinical and brain histopathological 

information was collected on this cohort of affected (case) Scottish Terriers. DNA from this 

dog breed was also collected in order to perform molecular genetic analysis aiming to 

identify the genetic basis of the hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration. Results and 

conclusions of these studies in affected Scottish Terriers are described and discussed in 

detail in the following chapters (chapter 2 through chapter 7) of this dissertation. In 

summary, the chapters below will target the following aims:  

Chapter 2: To Report the clinical and histopathological manifestations and estimate the 

prevalence of hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration in a cohort of Scottish Terriers, and 

to identify the mode of inheritance of the disease in a preliminary pedigree analysis, in which 

the analysis was performed by a separate investigator.  

Chapter 3: To quantify Purkinje neurons and polyglucosan bodies, as well as to describe 

the immunohistochemical and ultrastructural features of the polyglucosan bodies in control 

and case dogs with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration.  
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Chapter 4: To identify a genetic region linked to the hereditary cerebellar cortical 

degeneration in Scottish Terriers using genome-wide microsattelite genotyping and linkage 

analysis (family-based). 

Chapter 5: To confirm and “fine-map” the region found in chapter 4 and to identify the 

candidate genes for the disease by genome-wide single nucleotide genotyping, association 

analysis (population-based), and haplotype analysis. 

Chapter 6: To localize the gene causing the disease and develop a genetic test by using 

targeted capture high-throughput sequencing of the candidate region found in chapter 5, 

and conventional sequencing of the variants that segregated with hereditary cerebellar 

cortical degeneration of Scottish Terriers. 

Chapter 7: In this last chapter, the main conclusions of all dissertation studies will be 

presented. Additionally, future research directions will be discussed to further elucidate the 

genetic basis of hereditary cerebellar cortical neurodegenerative diseases. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Genome-wide Microsatellite Genotyping and Linkage analysis 

Introduction 

Hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration is a heterogeneous group of 

neurodegenerative disorders that has been described in several different purebred dogs 

including Scottish Terriers. The prevalence of disease was estimated at 1 in 1,335 Scottish 

Terriers1. Affected dogs show a relatively mild to moderate phenotype reflecting cerebellar 

dysfunction including dysmetria, wide based stance, and intention tremor. The pathologies 

are confined to the cerebellar cortex and are more severe dorsally than ventrally. There is 

loss of Purkinje neurons, with depletion of the molecular and granular layers. Polyglucosan 

bodies are also found accumulated in the molecular layer especially in the ventral half of the 

cerebellum2. An autosomal recessive mode of inheritance has been identified in this breed1.  

The discovery of simple tandem repeated DNA sequences (microsatellites) and 

microsatellite-based markers has contributed to the construction of a genetic linkage map in 

the dog genome3, 4.The availability of evenly space polymorphic microsatellite markers 

covering the entire genome has made it possible to perform genome-wide linkage studies, a 

powerful family-based genetic analysis to map a monogenic disease and Mendelian traits to 

particular markers. Using the linkage map, several canine autosomal disease trait loci have 

also been successfully identified by linkage analysis, such as generalized progressive retinal 

atrophy5, fetal-onset neuroaxonal dystrophy6, hyperuricosuria and hyperuricemia7, 8 and  

neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis9. Identifying the genetic cause of hereditary ataxia in Scottish 

Terriers will be of benefit to that breed, and may also provide a better understanding of the 

etiopathogenesis of hereditary ataxia in humans.   
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Therefore, the aim of this study was to identify a genetic region linked to hereditary 

cerebellar cortical degeneration in Scottish Terriers using family-based genome-wide 

microsatellite genotyping and linkage analysis. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Sample collection and selection 

Affected (case) and related unaffected (control) Scottish Terriers were recruited 

through the Scottish Terrier Club of America.  All cases were identified and reported in 

previous work1. The diagnosis of affected status was based on the following: evaluation of 

the medical records and videotapes of the dogs’ gait, conversation with the owners, 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and necropsy1. Ideally, controls should be 7 years or 

older to be considered as disease free because the age of onset of hereditary cerebellar 

degeneration in Scottish Terriers has been reported to range from 2 months to 6 years1. 

However, only control dogs that were related to the cases were chosen to be genotyped. 

Consequently, several of them were younger than 7 years. Therefore, the controls that were 

younger than 7 years at the age of the blood draw were subsequently followed every year 

by telephone communication with the owner to ensure that they had not developed any 

clinical signs of cerebellar disease. For all dogs, six to ten milliliters of blood were drawn into 

EDTA tubes and sent to us at the College of Veterinary Medicine, North Carolina State 

University for DNA extraction using the QIAamp® DNA Blood Midi Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, 

CA). DNA concentrations were measured using a ND-1000 NanoDrop spectrophotometer 

(Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE).  Pedigrees of all dogs were requested in order to 

construct the family pedigree and examine their relationships. If the dogs were not related 

within a four generational pedigree, they were defined as a new family. DNA samples from 
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dogs that were in the same pedigree were selected to perform genotyping. Pedigrees were 

re-examined later in order to evaluate whether an X-linked mode of inheritance was 

possible.  

Power Analysis 

Prior to genotyping, a power study was performed to determine the ability of our 

pedigrees to identify a linkage region containing a recessive locus. The assumption of an 

autosomal recessive trait was based on previous work1. A recessive model was considered, 

in which an individual had a 98% chance of exhibiting the disease trait if they were 

homozygous for the risk allele. There was also a 1% chance of exhibiting the disease due to 

other causes (other loci or environmental factors). The frequency of the risk allele at the 

causal locus was simulated to be 0.2. Once a genetic model was determined, genotypes for 

the causal locus and three linked markers were generated using the program "markerdrop" 

from the Morgan (v.2.8.1) software package10. The true pedigree structure was used as a 

template when generating the simulated data. Once the simulated data was generated, it 

was analyzed using the “lm_bayes” program of the Morgan (v.2.8.1) software package10. 

This program implements a likelihood-based Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach 

designed for linkage analyses of large pedigrees containing inbreeding loops, which the 

program allows to remain intact11. The same analysis technique was used for the real data. 

As a model-based approach, this analysis tool requires specification of the genetic model, 

including allele frequencies of the causal locus. For the analysis of the simulated data, as for 

the real data, the frequency of the risk allele was set to 0.39, chosen to match the frequency 

determined in other recessive canine diseases12. To gauge the sensitivity of the analysis 

method to incorrect specification of risk allele frequency, we simulated data using a risk 

allele frequency of 0.2, and performed the analysis assuming a frequency of 0.39 (the risk 
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allele frequency in the analysis of the real data was also assumed to be 0.39, though other 

values were also tested). The simulation of data and the subsequent analysis step were 

repeated 100 times, and the resulting LOD scores recorded13. Power was estimated as the 

proportion of runs in which the LOD score achieved or exceeded a 3.00 significance 

threshold within the simulated linkage region. This work was performed by Dr. Dahlia M 

Nielsen (co-investigator) 

 Genome-wide microsatellite genotyping 

For genotyping, the DNA concentration was adjusted to approximately 25ng/µl and 1 

µl of DNA was used for each multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A genome-wide 

panel of 296 fluorescence labeled canine microsatellite markers from the Minimal Screening 

Set 2 (MSS-2)14 (representing 10cM resolution across the entire canine genome) was used. 

These markers were organized into multiplex PCR sets, using 4 different flurochromes to 

allow identification of products. Initially, 48 Scottish Terriers (10 cases, 1 unknown, and 37 

control dogs) were genotyped on the 38 autosomes. Then, an additional 47 Scottish Terriers 

(11 case, 2 unknown, and 34 control dogs) were genotyped on chromosomes of interest. 

Finally, chromosome (Canis familiaris, CFA) X was also genotyped in 96 dogs (22 case, 3 

unknown, 71 control dogs, 95 dogs were the same dog as in autosomal chromosome) using 

seven microsatellite markers from MSS-2. Multiplex PCR was performed with slight 

modifications to the methods previously described14. PCR fragments were visualized by an 

ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). GeneMapper v.3.7 

software (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to facilitate allele calls and the 

genotype of each marker and each dog was recorded. 
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Linkage analysis 

Linkage analysis on autosomal chromosomes was computed with the MORGAN 

(v.2.8.1) software package10. In this package, the LOD score program under lm_bayes 

utilized Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), allowing us to perform multipoint linkage 

analysis on a complex inbred pedigree by keeping pedigree loops intact, estimated pedigree 

likelihood, and produced a logarithm of odds (LOD) score. Thus, the genotypes and 

pedigree information of the first 48 dogs were entered in a single computation for each 

chromosome. The threshold for a 5% significance level was taken to be 2.7 based on 

previous work in other breeds15. However, autosomal chromosomes that had a LOD score 

greater than one were examined further by genotyping the additional 47 dogs. Non-

parametric linkage analysis was performed on X chromosomal loci using the X-linked 

version of Genehunter (xgh), GENEHUNTER-IMPRINTING version 1.3 software16.  Due to 

limitations with the computation time of this program, the 96 dogs were divided into 10 

pedigrees in which linkage analysis was performed separately. Then, the LOD score results 

from each family were summed in order to represent the total LOD score of CFA X from 96 

dogs. The risk trait allele frequency was estimated based on a similar recessive disease in 

another dog breed, in which the common and rare allele frequencies were 0.61 and 0.39 

respectively12. The disease penetrance was set at 98%. Genotypes of each dog were 

screened for familial relationship consistency. Dogs with inconsistent genotypes with their 

family were removed from the analysis. The position of markers on each chromosome was 

established from the online canine genetic linkage map at the University of California, Davis 

Veterinary Genomics Laboratory (http://www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/dogmap/). Markers that were 

homozygous in all dogs were uninformative and were removed from analysis. Haplotypes in 

the regions of interest were compared between case and control dogs for evidence of 

http://www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/dogmap/
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segregation with phenotype. The UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-

bin/hgGateway) was used to search for candidate genes in regions of interest. 

 

Results 

Sample collection and selection 

A total of 96 dogs from one pedigree was selected to be genotyped (Figure 1). There 

were 71 controls (24 males and 47 females), 22 cases (14 males and 8 females), and three 

unknown status dogs (one 3 years old male, and two 4 and 9 years old females). Two of 

unknown status dogs did not show the typical cerebellar signs reported in the Scottish 

Terrier breed1. Another dog was reported by the owners as being affected, but had no other 

diagnostic information. Thus, they were categorized as unknown dogs. At the last 

communication, control dogs ranged in age from 1 to 13 years (mean: 6.36; standard 

deviation (SD): 3.32). The control male dogs ranged in age from 2 to 13 years (mean: 7.56; 

SD: 2.90) and female dogs ranged in age from 1 to 13 years (mean: 5.74; SD: 3.38). Thirty-

four controls (6M, 28F) were older than one, but younger than 7 years of age (mean: 3.43; 

SD: 1.66), and they were still normal at the last communication. Case dogs ranged in age 

from 1 to 11 years (mean: 4.45; SD: 3.11). The case males ranged in age from 1 to 10 years 

(mean: 4.39; SD: 3.19) and females ranged in age from 1.5 to 11 years (mean: 4.56; SD: 

3.19). The diagnosis was confirmed in five of the case dogs by histopathology, one of which 

was also examined by MRI. The rest of the case dogs were diagnosed based on clinical 

history, signs of cerebellar disease on videotapes of gait, and relationships with 

histopathologically confirmed dogs. The first 48 dogs from this family were chosen to be 

genotyped for all autosomal chromosomes. The second 47 dogs from the same family were 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
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genotyped on CFA 11, in which the LOD score was greater than one. A total of 96 dogs 

were genotyped on CFA X.  

 

 

Figure 1 A pedigree family of Scottish Terriers. Ninety-six dogs were genotyped (green border). 

Females are ovals, and males are rectangles. Affected (case) dogs are solid red, normal (control) 

dogs are white, and unknown status dogs are solid yellow. The vertical black oval highlights the sub-

family in which the affected dam has an affected male and a normal female offspring. The horizontal 

blue ovals highlight litters containing affected males and normal females. The pink circle highlights a 

female affected dog from normal parents. 

 

Power analysis  

Pedigree information on 29 case dogs and 114 of their control relatives was used for 

the power study.  Linkage analysis had a high power of detecting the gene in these 

pedigrees. The maximum LOD score was 11.48 with an average of 6.30. There was a LOD 

score greater than 3.00 in over 95% of the simulations (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 A histogram of the LOD score (x-axis) against the number of simulations (y-axis).   

 

Linkage analysis 

The maximum LOD score from performing linkage analysis of the first 48 Scottish 

Terriers was 1.16 on CFA 11 between markers C11.873 and DGN13. These markers were 

located at 66 and 73 Mb, respectively. When the genotypes of an additional 47 dogs from 

the same pedigree were added, the LOD score in the same region decreased to 0.99 

(Figure 3A). There was no haplotype segregation between cases and controls in this region. 

There were no LOD scores greater than 0.50 on any other autosomes. In contrast, a 

significant LOD score was found on CFA X between markers FH3027 (41.0 Mb) and 

REN75A05 (117.2 Mb). There was only one more informative marker in this region (FH2584 

at 103.9 Mb) and the highest LOD score was 5.6 located at this marker (Figure 3B), but 

there was no obvious segregation of haplotypes. 
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Figure 3 A plot of LOD score on CFA 11 (left) and X (right). A) Y-axis is the LOD score and x-axis is 

a position on the CFA 11 in mega base (Mb).  The red line is the LOD score plot of 48 dogs and the 

highest LOD score (1.16) is between 66 and 73 Mb. The blue line is the LOD score plot of 95 dogs 

and the highest LOD score in the same region is 0.99. B) Y-axis is the LOD score and x-axis is a 

position on CFA X in Mb.  The significant LOD score (>2.7) region is located between 41 to 117.2 Mb 

with the highest LOD score (5.6) at 103.9 Mb. 

 

In this significant 76.2Mb disease-linked on CFA X, there were nine genes (Table 1) 

that has been associated with X-linked syndromes with cerebellar dysgenesis in human. 

However, none of the mutations cause pure cerebellar ataxia as seen in the Scottish 

Terrier17-19. 
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Table 1 X-linked disorders with cerebellar ataxia as a component
17, 18-20

. 

 

Human X-linked 
syndrome with 

cerebellar ataxia 

Human 
chromosomal 

locus 

Dog 
chromosomal 

locus 
Gene Gene product Mutation 

Oligophrenin-1 
syndrome 

chrX:67262186-
67653299 

chrX:55377327-
55908921 

OPHN1 oligophrenin-1 
Point 
mutation 

X-link sideroblastic 
anemia with ataxia 
(XLSA/A) 

chrX:74273105-
74376132 

chrX:61359945-
61523487 

ABCB7 
ATP-binding cassette sub-
family B member 7 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked 
Opitz/GBBB 
syndrome 

chrX:10413350-
10851809 

chrX:7041201-
7198729 

MID1 midline-1 
Point 
mutation 

X-linked 
lissencephaly type I 

chrX:110537007-
110655460 

chrX:87469155-
87586087 

DCX 
neuronal migration protein 
doublecortin 

Point 
mutation, 
duplication 

Oral-facial-digital 
type I/ X-linked 
Joubert syndrome 

chrX:13752832-
13787480 

chrX:10098404-
10151431 

OFD1 
oral-facial-digital syndrome 
1 protein 

Point 
mutation 

Candidate gene for 
X-linked mental 
retardation in 12 
families 

chrX:128580478-
128657460 

chrX:103732870-
103805637 

SMARCA1
/ SNF2L 

SWI/SNF related, matrix 
associated, actin 
dependent regulator of 
chromatin, subfamily a, 
member 1 

unknown 

Lesch-Nyhan 
Syndrome (LNS) 

chrX:133594175-
133634698 

chrX:108177629-
108214917 

HPRT1 
hypoxanthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyltransferase 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked Angelman-
like syndrome or 
chistiansone  
syndrome 

chrX:135067586-
135129428 

chrX:109487347-
109534427 

SLC9A6 
sodium/hydrogen 
exchanger 6 isoform a 
precursor 

Point 
mutation 

X-linked visceral 
heterotaxy 

chrX:136648346-
136654259 

chrX:110890225-
110896083 

ZIC3 zinc finger protein ZIC 3 
Point 
mutation 

 

Pedigree re-evaluation 

To determine whether the disease could be inherited as an X-linked dominant or 

recessive trait, dogs’ relationships in the pedigrees genotyped was re-examined. 

Unfortunately, full litter information was not available for most of the families, thus making a 

statistical comparison of actual and expected findings given different modes of inheritance 

was not possible. Overall, there were approximately twice as many females (47) as males 

(24) in the control dogs, while there were nearly twice as many males (14) as females (8) in 

the case dogs. If the control population was taken to be the baseline ratio of females to 

males, the ratio of male to female case dogs becomes more substantial. If the mode of 

inheritance is X-linked recessive trait, affected females would have to give rise to affected 

males. There was only one litter for which we had data on offspring from an affected female 
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(vertical black oval in Figure 1) and in this case the male offspring was affected. Notably, in 

the litter with several male and female dogs (horizontal blue ovals in Figure 1), all the males 

were affected and all the females had a normal phenotype. These litters came from normal 

parents implying a recessive mode of inheritance, or incomplete penetration of a dominant 

mode. In one instance, the family structure is not consistent with an X linked recessive mode 

of inheritance (pink circle in Figure 1). In this family, normal parents (8 years old dam and 

sire) gave rise to an affected female. There was only one sub-family that the affected male 

mated with the normal female and the male offspring was normal. 

 

Discussion  

Genome-wide family-based microsatellite genotyping and linkage analysis of 

Scottish Terriers with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration revealed a significant 76.2 

Mb disease-linked region on CFA X. Although all genotyped dogs were part of a large 

pedigree, they were divided into small families to be able to perform the linkage analysis on 

CFA X.  This method has also been used to successfully map the chromosomal locus for 

canine progressive rod-cone degeneration21. A LOD score of 2.7 was taken as the threshold 

of significance for our study as it yielded a genome-wide type-I error of 5% in Poodles and 

German Shepherds15. Given differences in haplotype structure between different breeds, it 

has been suggested that a simulation study is performed to determine the LOD score 

threshold for the breed being studied when canine linkage studies are performed15. If our 

LOD score results were around 2.5 to 3.5, the simulation study to determine the threshold 

would have been performed. However, given that our LOD score result on CFA X was as 

high as 5.6, it was felt that a simulation study was not necessary. Autosomal chromosomes 

that had a LOD score greater than one in the initial linkage analysis on 48 dogs were 
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examined further by genotyping an additional 47 dogs. This confirmed that there was no 

significant disease-linked region in any of the autosomes (LOD score<1).  

The finding of a significant LOD score on CFA X was unexpected based on the 

previous pedigree analysis. The previous analysis was performed by one of the co-

investigators using data on litters for which DNA was not available. We therefore re-

evaluated the mode of inheritance using the pedigrees of the dogs that had been 

genotyped, but we were significantly hampered by a lack of information on littermates of 

case dogs. Several explanations could be made to support an X-linked mode inheritance for 

this disease in Scottish Terriers. In terms of X-linked recessive traits, males have a higher 

risk to be affected than females because males carry only one copy of the X chromosome. 

In our population of case dogs, the number of female cases was lower than males, but still 

higher than anticipated for a recessive x-linked trait. However, if the over-representation of 

females in the control population is taken into account, the ratio of male to female cases 

appears to be more substantial. The reason for the over-representation of females to males 

in the control population is unclear, but breeding practices are such that many breeders 

keep only one male and own many females. The pedigree also contains three litters with 

information on both male and female dogs (Figure1, horizontal blue ovals). In these litters, 

both parents were reported to be normal, and only male offspring were affected, the females 

were normal. In another family, the female offspring from an affected dam was normal, 

whereas the male offspring was affected (Figure1, vertical black oval). From these families, 

the disease could potentially transmit in a recessive manner. However, there is one affected 

female (Figure1, pink circle) that has known normal parents, which should not be consistent 

with a recessive mode of inheritance, so the possibility that the disease could transmit as a 

dominant trait with the incomplete penetrance was considered. In general, affected females 
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are more prevalent in a population with an X-linked dominant trait because females carry 

two copies of X chromosome, either of which could be a target of the mutant allele, whereas 

the male has only one X chromosome to carry the mutant allele. Therefore females are 

approximately twice as likely to be affected as males. In our dogs’ pedigrees, there were 

more affected males than female dogs, there were no females affected in the three litters 

mentioned (Figure 1, horizontal blue oval), and the female offspring of an affected dam was 

normal, whereas the male was affected (Figure1, horizontal black oval). It is also unlikely 

that the disease is inherited as an X-linked dominant. Therefore, unfortunately, the pattern of 

inheritance of the disease cannot be determined by examining the available pedigree. 

In female mammals, one of the X chromosomes is silenced in order to avoid 

overexpression of the genes compared to males22. The process of X-chromosome 

inactivation (XCI) begins randomly in each cell in the embryo resulting in a genetic mosaic of 

cells from the expression of either paternal or maternal X chromosome origin. XCI is 

regulated initially by the non-coding Xist RNA from the X inactivation center (Xic) locus on 

the X chromosome23.  However, about 15% of human X-linked genes can escape silencing 

by XCI and are expressed in both the active (Xa) and inactive (Xi) X chromosome in 

females24.These escaped XCI genes are located mostly in the pseudoautosomal regions 

(PARs) on the X chromosome. PARs contain the homologous nucleotide sequences 

between mammalian X and Y chromosomes and they are inherited like autosomes. 

Nevertheless, in humans and mice, some of the escaped genes can be found distributed 

throughout the X chromosome24-26. It is possible that the causal mutation of hereditary 

cerebellar degeneration in Scottish Terriers is in an escaped gene and that why it is 

inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, although in the dog, the PAR spans approximately 

6.6 Mb from the telomere of the Xp arm and so the linked region of interest is not in the 
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PAR27. Nonrandom XCI (skewed X chromosome inactivation) in the female may happen by 

paternally or maternally biased inactivation of the X chromosome and can also result in 

tissue specific skewing28, 29. This could also explain the affected female with normal parents.  

In order to accurately determine the mode of inheritance, a breeding colony of 

Scottish Terriers with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration would need to be 

established to perform selective breedings.  

In summary, genome-wide linkage analysis result revealed 76.2 Mb on CFA X region 

associated with the disease. This large region contained several genes that can be related 

to the neurological disorders in human, but the cerebellar ataxia is not the main clinical 

manifestation in those disease, and the mode of inheritance is difference from previous 

report1, genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism genotyping followed by whole 

genome association analysis is needed in order to fine-mapping and confirm the disease 

association on CFA X. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Genome-wide Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) Genotyping and Association Analysis 

Introduction 

 Domestication of the dog from wolves, and genetic population bottlenecks from 

recent selective breed creations (high inter-breed genetic variation and intra-breed 

homogeneity) have resulted in extensive linkage disequilibrium (LD) and long haplotype 

blocks. As a result of this genome structure, mapping Mendelian traits is possible with far 

fewer markers and individuals compared to human studies1. Within individual breeds, LD 

spans 500 kilobases (Kb) to several megabases (Mb) suggesting genome-wide SNP 

genotyping with approximately 15,000 SNPs, and 20 cases and controls should allow a 

detection of a Mendalian recessive trait1-3. On the basis of LD, if the SNPs are close to the 

disease locus on the same chromosome, they are likely to segregate together when 

compared to the control population. A high density SNP genotyping platform, such as on the 

Illumina® CanineHD genotyping chip containing over 170,000 SNPs with uniform genetic 

coverage, increases the chance of identifying a disease risk locus. In addition, the powerful 

bioinformatics toolset for population-based genome-wide association analysis, PLINK4, 

allows handling of very large datasets and utilization of genotype information from unrelated 

case and control dogs. Genome-wide SNP genotyping and association analysis (GWAS) 

have been used successfully to map several canine recessive traits-loci, including: 

generalized progressive retinal atrophy in Irish Glen of Imaal Terriers5, 6, exfoliative 

cutaneous lupus erythematosus in German Shorthaired Pointers7, and open angle glaucoma 

in beagles8. Furthermore, SNP genotyping has also been used for fine mapping disease 

loci, such as in Collie eye anomaly9, exercise-induced collapse syndrome in Labrador 

retrievers10, fetal-onset neuroaxonal dystrophy11, and canine hip dysplasia12. 
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 Recently, by using genome-wide microsatellite genotyping and linkage analysis, we 

identified a region on the X chromosome (CFA X) linked to hereditary cerebellar cortical 

degeneration in Scottish Terriers (unpublished data, chapter 4). Although the disease was 

believed to be autosomal recessive based on pedigree analysis13, a segregation analysis to 

identify the mode of inheritance has not been performed because of limited access to full 

litter information. Due to limited informative microsatellite markers in the candidate region 

and a lack of more related dogs for genotyping, (because either they were not related to the 

genotyped dogs or their pedigree information was not available) the X-linked region was 

large (76 Mb) and extremely gene rich. To overcome these limitations, genome-wide high 

density SNP genotyping and association analysis could be performed to confirm the 

unexpected finding of linkage to a region on CFA X, and to fine-map the region on CFA X. In 

this study, we aimed to map the disease locus and identify the candidate gene for the 

disease by genome-wide SNP genotyping, association analysis, and homozygosity 

mapping.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Sample collection and preparation and SNP genotyping  

 Affected (case) and unaffected (control) Scottish Terriers were recruited through the 

Scottish Terrier Club of America. Forty of the cases were identified and reported in previous 

work (chapters 213, and 4) and six cases were recruited and identified later through the 

Scottish Terrier Club of America. Since the association analysis allowed us to perform a 

case-control analysis without family information, all cases for which DNA was available were 

genotyped. As noted in chapter 4, ideally controls were greater than 7 years old13. However, 

control dogs were also chosen based on cases in each family, such as control sibling, 
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father, and mother. Consequently, several of them were younger than 7 years. As noted in 

chapter 4, the owners of these dogs were contacted on an annual basis to ensure that their 

phenotype did not change with age. DNA was extracted from EDTA-treated blood samples 

using QIAamp DNA Blood Midi Kit (QIAGEN) (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) or from saliva samples 

collected into an Oragene®·DNA collection and extraction kit (DNA Genotek Inc., Kanata, 

ON, Canada). Then, DNA concentration was determined by spectrophotometry (ND-1000 

NanoDrop, Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE). Genome-wide single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) genotyping in the case and control dogs was performed using the 

Illumina® CanineSNP20 BeadChip (n = 70 dogs) (22,362 evenly spaced SNPs array with 8 

SNPs per Mb) and Illumina® CanineHD genotyping Beadchip (n = 57 dogs, 13 of which 

were also genotyped on the 22k chip) (173,662 evenly spaced SNPs array with 70 SNPs 

per Mb) (Illumina Inc., San Diego, California, USA). Approximately 200 ng of DNA was used 

for genotyping, as per the manufacturer instructions. Following the Illumina beadchip 

protocol, the genomic DNA was amplified and fragmented followed by hybridization to the 

beadchip, and the single base extension reaction with fluorescence labeled (one bead type 

corresponds to each allele per SNP locus) or the allele-specific primer extension (two bead 

types correspond to each allele per SNP locus) was performed. The bead chips were 

analyzed by an Illumina® Bead Array Reader. The assay intensity data was then loaded into 

Illumina® beadstudio 3.2 software to score and generate the SNP genotypes. DNA 

preparation was performed in Dr. Olby’s laboratory at North Carolina State University. The 

genotyping workflow including processing and reading of the chips was done at the 

Molecular Genetics Section and Laboratory of Neurogenetics, National Institute on Aging 

(NIA) at National Institutes of Health (NIH).  
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Genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) 

 The software package PLINK v1.07 (http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/purcell/plink/) was 

used for data pruning, GWAS, and adjustment for multiple testing. A case-control GWAS 

was performed using the genotypes from the 22K and 173K arrays separately, and on the 

SNPs common to both the 22K and 173K platforms. These SNPs had to have identical 

alleles in the 13 duplicate dogs genotyped on both arrays. Data was pruned by removing 

individuals with a call rate below 96%, and SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) less 

than 1%, or with more than 10% missing genotypes. Individuals were clustered on the basis 

of genetic identity using Identical-by-state (IBS) clustering and the Cochran-Mantel-

Haenszel (CMH) association analysis was implemented to test SNP-disease association 

conditional on the IBS cluster provided. Bonferroni adjustment was used to correct multiple 

comparisons. JMP® Genomics software (SAS, Cary, NC) was used to create QQ-plots from 

the genomic control (GC) data to evaluate an adjustment of the critical value of tests 

accounting for a population structure that happened in the study because several dogs were 

more related to each other than other dogs. 

Homozygosity Mapping 

Disease-segregating homozygous regions were identified based on the SNP 

genotypes by visual inspection of the data. Since there were female offspring of affected 

female dogs that were asymptomatic, while their male siblings were affected, it is unlikely 

that this is an X-linked dominant inherited disease. Hence, an X-linked recessive was 

expected to be a mode of inheritance and in the associated region, therefore, the female 

and male affected dogs should have a homozygous and hemizygous risk haplotype, 

respectively, female controls should have either a homozygous protective haplotype or 

heterozygous risk haplotype, and male controls should only have a hemizygous protective 
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haplotype. Genes in the regions of interest were identified using UCSC Genome Browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway).  

 

Results 

Sample collection and preparation and SNP genotyping 

All 116 participating dogs were privately owned pets (60 controls, 46 cases, and 10 

unknown status dogs). At the last communication, control dogs ranged in age from 6 months 

to 14 years (mean: 6.37; standard deviation (SD): 3.47). Thirty-three controls (13M, 20F) 

were younger than 7 years of age (mean: 3.73; SD: 1.79). There were ten unknown status 

dogs. Seven of these did not show the typical cerebellar signs reported in the Scottish 

Terrier breed13. The other three were reported by the owners as being affected, but had no 

other diagnostic information. Thus, they were categorized as an unknown dog. Case dogs 

ranged in age at the last contact from 1 to 14 years (mean: 6.63; SD: 3.74). The diagnosis 

was confirmed by histopathology in nine cases, one of which had an MRI of the brain. An 

additional four cases underwent an MRI of the brain. The rest of the case dogs were 

diagnosed based on clinical history, signs of cerebellar disease on videotapes of gait, and 

relationships with histopathologically confirmed dogs. According to the pedigree information 

(Table 1), a total of 8 families were identified. 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
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Table 1 A summary of a family relationship of 116 genotyped dogs. F is female and M is male. 

 

Family # Cases Controls Unknown Total 

Family 1 26 (10F, 16M) 50 (28F, 22M) 6 (2F, 4M) 82 (40F, 42M) 

Family 2 3 (1F, 2M) 0 0 3 (1F, 2M) 

Family 3 0 2 (F) 0 2 (F) 

Family 4 2 (M) 1 0 2 (M) 

Family 5 2 (1F, 1M,) 0 0 2 (1F, 1M) 

Family 6 1 (M) 1 (F) 0 2 (1F, 1M) 

Family 7 0 1 (M) 1 (M) 2 (M) 

Family 8 0 2 (1F, 1M) 0 2 (1F, 1M) 

Unrelated 6 (2F, 4M) 3 (2F, 1M) 0 9 (4F, 5M) 

No pedigree 6 (5F, 1M) 1 (F) 3 (2F, 1M) 10 (8F, 2M) 

Total 46 (19F, 27M) 60 (38F, 25M) 10 (4F, 6M) 116 (58F, 58M) 

 

Thirty-four cases (15 females and 19 males), 34 controls (19 females and 15 males), 

and two unknown dogs (one female and one male) were genotyped on the 22K array, while 

24 cases (ten females and 14 males), 27 controls (16 females and 11 males), and eight 

unknown dogs (three female, five males) were genotyped on the 173K array. Thirteen dogs 

(6 female case, 6 male cases, and 1 male control) were genotyped on both arrays for quality 

control. Therefore, they were a total of 116 dogs (46 cases, 60 controls, 10 unknown dogs) 

that underwent GWAS for 19,215 common SNPs (Table 2).  

 

Table 2 A summary of the number of dog genotyped on the 2 different platforms. Thirteen dogs (12 

cases and 1 control) were genotyped on both 22K and 173K arrays. Thus, a total of 116 Scottish 

Terriers DNA samples were genotyped with a total of 46 cases, 60 controls, and ten unknown status 

dogs. Of the cases, 19 dogs were female, 27 dogs were male. There were 35 female and 25 male 

control dogs. There were four female and six male dogs of unknown status.  F is female and M is 

male. 

 

Platforms Cases Controls Unknown Total 

22,362 array 34 (15F, 19M) 34 (19F, 15M) 2 (1F, 1M) 70 (35F, 35M) 

173662 array 24 (10F, 14M) 27 (16F, 11M) 8 (3F, 5M) 59 (29F, 30M) 

19,215 common SNP 46 (19F, 27M) 60 (35F, 25M) 10 (4F, 6M) 116 (58F, 58M) 
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Genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) 

A genome-wide association mapping of 59 dogs genotyped on the 173,662 SNP 

array did not reveal a significant association. However, GWAS with the Cochran-Mantel-

Haenszel (CMH) association analysis, testing for SNP-disease association conditional on 

the identity-by-state (IBS) clustering of 70 dogs genotyped on the 22,362 SNP array showed 

a significant association at the 108,201,633 base pair (bp) SNP position of CFA X 

(unadjusted significance value (Praw)=3.482x10-7, Genomic control significance value 

(Pgenome)=1.188x10-4, Bonferroni adjusted multiple testing significance value=0.00482). 

Several weaker signals were seen on other CFA (Figure 1A) and the QQ-plot of this 22K 

data set represented an over adjustment of the genomic control (Figure 1B), suggesting that 

the presence of population substructure in this population was not well adjusted. 

 

                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Genome-wide association mapping of hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration in 70 

Scottish Terriers on 22K array. A) A plot of –log10 (P) on the y-axis and chromosome (CHR) on the x-

axis, where 39 is CFA X. The strongest association at 108,201,633 SNP position (arrow) is 

demonstrated by –log10 (P) on CFA X (Praw)=3.482x10
-7

, (Pgenome)=1.188x10
-4

, Bonferroni 

adjusted multiple testing =0.00482. B) A Q-Q plot of Pgenome represents an over adjustment for 

population structure of the data. X-axis is observed p-value. Y-axis is expected p-value 

 

 

A B 
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GWAS of all 116 dogs together was then performed. Before pruning, there were 

19,215 SNPs common to both 22K and 173K platforms. Those SNPs also had identical 

alleles in the 13 duplicate dogs genotyped on both arrays. SNPs with MAF <1% and missing 

genotype calls >10% were removed from the analysis, resulting in a final data set of 14,365 

markers that underwent case-control association analysis. The genotyping call rate in all 

individuals was more than 99%. Since most of the dogs were related and some dogs were 

more related to one another than other dogs, a presence of population stratification was 

expected, GWAS with CMH testing for SNP-disease association conditional on IBS was also 

performed on 116 Scottish Terriers. A significant association region on CFA X was revealed 

from 103.456 to 109.653 Mb (CanFam2.0) with the strongest Praw equal to 5.249x10-9 

(Pgenome=3.076x10-5 and Bonferroni adjusted multiple testing significance value=7.497x10-

5). The Q-Q plot of the observed p-value (genomic control) against the expected p-value 

also demonstrated an appropriate adjustment for population stratification (Figure 2A and 

2B).      
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Figure 2 Genome-wide association mapping of hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration in 116 

Scottish Terriers on 14,365 common SNP. A) A plot of –log10 (P) on the y-axis and chromosome 

(CHR) on the x-axis, where 39 is CFAX. The strongest association (arrow) is demonstrated by –log10 

(P) on CFAX (Praw=5.249x10
-9

, Pgenome=3.076x10
-5

, and Bonferroni adjusted multiple 

testing=7.497x10
-5

). B) A Q-Q plot of Pgenome represents the significant signals on CFAX (observed: 

y-axis) deviated (in a circle) from the expected value (x-axis).  

 

There were weaker signals on CFA 2, 4 and 17 (Table 3). Therefore, the significant 

region on CFA X, 2, 4, and 17 were subjected to further investigation using homozygosity 

mapping.  

  

B A 
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Table 3 Genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) of 116 Scottish Terriers on 14,365 common 

SNP. There are 16 SNPs remained significant after Bonferroni correction. CFA= chromosome, 

Praw=unadjusted significance value, Pgenome=Genomic control significance value. 

 

CFA SNP position (base pair) Praw Pgenome Bonferroni 

X 105484621 5.249 x10
-9

 3.076 x10
-5

 7.497 x10
-5

 

X 109652960 8.556 x10
-9

 3.969 x10
-5

 1.222 x10
-4

 

X 106169685 8.556 x10
-9

 3.969 x10
-5

 1.222 x10
-4

 

X 105092232 8.556 x10
-9

 3.969 x10
-5

 1.222 x10
-4

 

X 104813634 8.556 x10
-9

 3.969 x10
-5

 1.222 x10
-4

 

X 105094158 1.141 x10
-8

 4.613 x10
-5

 1.630 x10
-4

 

X 105274087 1.241 x10
-8

 4.820 x10
-5

 1.773 x10
-4

 

X 103456993 3.069 x10
-8

 7.735 x10
-5

 4.384 x10
-4

 

X 103496751 3.069 x10
-8

 7.735 x10
-5

 4.384 x10
-4

 

X 103530501 3.428 x10
-8

 8.195 x10
-5

 4.896 x10
-4

 

2 41925417 3.512 x10
-7

 2.772 x10
-4

 0.005017 

4 20849589 6.180 x10
-7

 3.729 x10
-4

 0.008827 

4 20837125 7.886 x10
-7

 4.239 x10
-4

 0.01126 

2 32896853 2.883 x10
-6

 8.386 x10
-4

 0.04118 

17 14988759 3.090 x10
-6

 8.699 x10
-4

 0.04414 

17 14969541 3.090 x10
-6

 8.699 x10
-4

 0.04414 

 

Homozygosity mapping 

The SNP genotypes of all male dogs were displayed as homozygous, even if they 

were actually hemizygous because they only possess one X chromosome. Examining the 

genotypes within the associated region on CFA X (102Mb to 110Mb) on both the 22K (70 

dogs) and 173K (59 dogs) arrays, and the common 14,365 SNPs (116 dogs), two potential 

disease-segregating regions were identified. On the common SNPs, the first candidate 

region was in between the 104,724,717 and 106,866,624 SNP position (six consecutive 

SNPs). 93.47% of the cases (43 of 46 cases: 18 females and 25 males), 31.67% of the 

controls (19 controls: 4 females and 15males), and three unknown dogs (1 female and 2 

males) were homozygous for the first haplotype. By contrast, one female case, 15 controls 

(6 females and 9 males), and four unknown male dog were homozygous for the second 
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haplotype. Two cases, 26 controls, and three unknown female dogs were heterozygous 

(Table 4).  

 

Table 4 A homozygosity mapping by examining dogs’ genotypes on the common 14,365 SNPs (116 

dogs: 46 cases (19 females and 27 males); 60 controls (35 females and 25 males); and 10 unknown 

dogs (4 females and 6 males)), on 22K array (70 dogs: 34 cases (15 females and 19 males); 34 

controls (19 females and 15 males); and 2 unknown dogs (1 female and 1 male)), and on 173K array 

(59 dogs: 24 cases (10 females and 14 males); 27 controls (16 females and 11 males); and 8 

unknown dogs (3 females and 5 males)). F is female and M is male. 

 

Affected status First haplotype Second haplotype Heterozygous 

104-106Mb common SNPs (116 dogs: 58F, 58M) 

cases  43 (18F, 25M) 1 (F) 2 (F) 

controls  19 (4F, 15M) 15 (6F, 9M) 26 (F) 

unknown 3 (1F, 2M) 4 (M) 3 (F) 

104-106Mb 22K array (70 dogs: 35F, 35M) 

cases  31 (12F, 19M) 1 (F) 2 (F) 

controls  10 (2F, 8M) 8 (1F,7M) 16 (F) 

unknown  1 (M) 0 1 (F) 

108 Mb 22K array (70 dogs: 35F, 35M) 

cases  29 (10F, 19M) 2 (F) 3 (F) 

controls  3 (M) 15 (3F, 12M) 16 (F) 

unknown  1 (M) 0 1 (F) 

108 Mb 173K array (57 dogs: 28F, 29M) 

cases  21 (9F, 12M) 2 (M) 1 (F) 

controls  7 (M) 15 (3F, 12M) 8 (F) 

unknown  1 (M) 6 (2F, 4M) 1 (F) 

 

On the 22K array of 70 dogs, disease segregating haplotypes were also identified in 

this same region (nine consecutive SNPs). 91.18% of the cases, (31 cases: 12 females and 

19 males), 29.41% of the controls (10 controls: 2 females and 8 males) and one unknown 

dog had the first homozygous haplotype.  Eight controls (one female and seven males) were 

homozygous. Sixteen female controls and one unknown dog were heterozygous (Table 4). 

The region from 106,866,624 to 107,794,650 was not a candidate region because three of 

the confirmed female cases (by histopathology) had a heterozygous genotype and other 

cases did not have the same homozygous allele (Figure 3). The second candidate region 
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was located between SNP positions 107,794,650 and 109,652,960, there are three SNPs at 

108,201,633 bp, 108,209,123 bp, and 109,116,340 bp position on 22K array, but the first 

two SNPs were removed from the common 14,365 SNPs GWAS because they were not in 

the 173K array. This region on 108 Mb was also considered because there was one 

significantly associated SNP at 108,201,633 bp position on GWAS of the 70 dogs 

genotyped on 22K array. In this SNP, 85.29% of the cases (29 cases: 10 females and 19 

males), 8.82% of the controls (three males), and one female unknown dog were 

homozygous for one allele. Two female cases, 15 controls (three females and 12 males) 

were homozygous for another allele. Three female cases, 16 female controls, and one 

female unknown dog were heterozygous (Table 4). On the 173K array, 95.45% of the cases 

(21 cases: 9 females, 12 males), 25.93% of the controls (seven males), and one unknown 

male dog were homozygous for the first haplotype on the three consecutive SNPs (at 

108,177,325 bp, 108,180,652 bp, and 108,215,981 bp) (table 4). There are a total of 23 

controls from both candidate regions and both arrays with the haplotype common among 

cases. Twenty two of those controls were from family 1. One male control with the haplotype 

common among cases in the 104 to 106 Mb was from family 8. Notably, all controls with the 

haplotype common among cases in the 108 Mb were a subset of the controls with the 

haplotype common among cases in the 104 to 106 Mb. The SNP genotypes on CFA 2, 4, 

and 17 associated with a weaker GWAS signal were also evaluated, but there was no 

segregation of genotype with phenotype.  

There were about 66 genes between 103 to 109.7 Mb on CFAX. Twenty seven 

genes were in the region between 104Mb to 107 Mb and about 28 genes were located 

between 108 to 109.7 Mb. In these candidate regions, one candidate gene, HPRT1 

(108177527-108214825bp), was associated with a disease with a compnent of cerebellar 
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dysfunction in human. Mutations of HPRT1 gene cause Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (LNS) 

characterized by overproduction of uric acid, neurological dysfunction, behavior 

abnormalities especially a tendency toward self-mutilation through biting14.  
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Figure 3 SNP genotypes of 70 dogs on 22K array on CFA X at SNP position from 100,040,129 to 

110,743,613. The first column is the dog identification (ID) number. The second and third columns are 

their gender (M=male or brown and F=female or pink) and affected status (0=unknown, 2=case, and 

1=control), respectively. Row one (except the first three columns) represents SNP positions. Each cell 

(except the first three columns) represents each dogs genotype at each SNP position 

(heterozygous=yellow; homozygous AA=red, GG=green, CC=blue, and TT=purple). The first two 

dogs from the top of the table are unknown dogs (one female and one male) followed by 34 cases 

(above a horizontal thick line located in the middle of the table), and 34 controls. Eight confirmed 

cases (four females and four males) are positioned in the thick border section (above the middle 

horizontal thick line). The first candidate region (nine consecutive SNP positions labeled in orange) is 

from 104,813,634 and 106,189,665. The second candidate position is at SNP position 108201633 

(one SNP alone labeled in orange). 
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Discussion 

Genome-wide SNP genotyping and case-control association analysis of Scottish 

Terriers with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration have revealed a significant disease-

associated region on the CFA X. This region lies within the much larger region identified as 

linked to the disease in the preceding linkage study, narrowing it from 41.0 – 117.2 Mb to 

103.456 to 109.653 Mb. Homozygosity mapping by visual inspection of the genotypes 

identified two non-overlapping regions, 104.613 to 106.190 Mb and in 108.177 to 108.215 

Mb, in which the overwhelming majority of cases were homozygous. However, in both 

regions, approximately 30% (104-106 Mb) and 17% (108 Mb) of the controls were also 

homozygous for the same allele. This could be explained in 2 ways: Firstly, the phenotype of 

control dogs was incorrect. There are several ways in which this could occur. It is possible 

that they had not yet developed signs of cerebellar disease because of their age. The onset 

of signs of the disease can vary broadly from 2 months to 7 years of age, although over 76% 

develop signs in the first year13. Thirty-three of 60 controls were less than 7 years of age. 

These controls could show the cerebellar signs later in life. To minimize this problem, we 

followed up with owners of these control dogs every 12 months to ensure that their 

phenotype did not change with age. Another possibility is that their owners had not 

recognized that they were affected. Owners of control dogs were reluctant to send 

videotapes and so there was no way to confirm the owners reported phenotype. It is also 

possible that they had a mild phenotype unrecognized by their owners. Secondly, since 

almost of the controls with a haplotype common among cases were from the same family, 

the haplotype segregation could be explained by the presence of a common haplotype in 

this region with the mutation located within that haplotype.  
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There were about 55 genes located in these two candidate regions. One candidate 

genes was identified (HPRT1) in 108 Mb because mutations of HPRT1 gene are causally 

associated with Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (LNS), characterized by a deficiency of 

hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRT) resulting in an imbalance of 

systemic purine metabolism and a loss of a neurotransmitter (dopamine) especially in the 

basal ganglia14, 15.  Several phenotypes associated with LNS have been reported such as 

cognitive disturbances, self-mutilation, motor disability, gouty arthritis from hyperuricemia, 

and acute renal failure16. Non-specific neuropathies associated with LNS were identified in 

the cerebrum, basal nuclei17, spinal cord18 and cerebellum19. Over 300 mutations have been 

reported leading to a substantial variation in the clinical phenotypes20. A correlation between 

the clinical phenotypes and types of HPRT1 mutation has also been reported20. Moreover, in 

terms of inherited ataxia involving Purkinje neuron loss, a study in yeast two-hybrid screen 

demonstrated that ataxia-associated proteins share intermediate interacting partners21. 

Thus, HPRT protein might play an important role in ataxia protein-protein interaction 

network22. Nevertheless, the primary clinical manifestation and neuropathy of Scottish 

Terriers with hereditary cerebellar cortical regeneration were a classic cerebellar ataxia and 

Purkinje neuron loss, respectively13. Neither cerebellar ataxia nor loss of Purkinje neurons 

are the main clinical signs in LNS19, and the component of cerebellar disease was a minor 

part of the phenotype.  

In conclusion, in this study, GWAS and homozygosity mapping have identified two 

candidate regions at 104.613 to 106.190 Mb and in 108 Mb on the CFAX associated with 

the hereditary cerebellar ataxia in Scottish Terriers. However, there was no perfectly disease 

segregating haplotype between cases and controls in those two regions, and there was no 

clear candidate gene. As a result, the next phase of research was to perform targeted 
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sequence capture of the region from 103 to 109.7 Mb to locate the mutation in the common 

haplotype shared among case and control dogs, and to investigate other potential disease-

associated genes in this region. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Targeted Sequence Capture and High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS) 

Introduction 

We identified a region associated with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration in 

Scottish Terriers in previous mapping studies reported in chapters 4 and 5. However, this 

region was too gene rich without any clear candidate genes for sequencing of individual 

genes to be productive. There was, therefore, a need to sequence the entire candidate 

region. High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS), also named Next-Generation Sequencing 

(NGS), has become very popular in the genome biology field over the past six years1. 

Although until recently, none of the HTS platforms could out-perform what is called “first-

generation” or “Sanger sequencing”2. Major advantages of Sanger sequencing include 

longer length of the read, less computational need, and high accuracy. By contrast, HTS can 

quickly generate billions of short reads, which in turn leads to several advantageous 

features, such as a significant cost reduction and a deeper coverage of each region. Both 

the consistent improvement of the sequencer machine and the user-friendly software for 

analyzing the high-throughput data as led researchers to shift gradually away from Sanger 

sequencing. The terms second, and third generation sequencing have also been used in 

order to describe the technologies implemented in the HTS/NGS. However, different 

research groups tend to categorize the NGS technologies differently3-5. A common step 

among NGS platforms is that the DNA template must be fragmented. Then the fragmented 

DNA template can either be sequenced as a single-molecule or amplified (by emulsion PCR 

amplification or solid-phase/flow cell amplification or DNA Nanoball (DNBTM)), in order for 

the downstream sequencing signal to be detected. Several novel techniques of sequencing 

chemistry have been developed beside the Sanger chain dideoxy terminator, which when 
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combined with the corresponding sequence detection method, create a variety of 

sequencing platforms in response to the great need for high-throughput genomic data.  

In this phase of our study, we took advantage of HTS technology (Illumina/Solexa) 

and combined it with an oligonucleotide microarray (to capture the specific candidate region 

associated with the cerebellar cortical degeneration in Scottish Terriers). The 

Illumina/Solexa platform uses a flow cell which has a dense lawn of oligonulceotides grafted 

to a solid surface to perform bridge amplification generating millions of clusters of DNA. The 

enriched DNA cluster is sequenced thereafter by a cyclic reversible terminator nucleotides 

tagged with a fluorescent label. The 6.7 Mb candidate region on chromosome (CFA) X 

discovered by our previous genome-wide linkage and association studies was sequenced. 

The sequence data was analyzed to identify variants that segregate with disease 

phenotype. Finally, conventional Sanger sequencing of the variants that segregated with 

cerebellar cortical degeneration was performed in a larger cohort of our Scottish Terriers 

population. Our goal was to identify a mutation highly associated with the disease that could 

be used to develop a genetic test for affected and carrier status. Future work would 

elucidate the functional effects of such a mutation.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Sample selection 

A total of 6 dogs were selected for targeted sequence capture and HTS. There were 

three cases (one female and two males) and three controls (two females and one male). 

One male case was not related to the remaining five dogs (Figure 1). An additional 89 dogs 

that were in the family 1 (chapter 4 and 5) were selected for Sanger sequencing of the 

variants segregating with the disease from HTS data. DNA was extracted from EDTA blood 
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samples using QIAamp DNA Blood Midi Kit (QIAGEN Inc, Valencia, CA). DNA concentration 

was then measured by spectrophotometry (ND-1000 NanoDrop, Thermo Scientific, 

Wilmington, DE). Quant-itTM PicoGreen® dsDNA assay kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was 

also used for quantifying double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) on the DNA of six dogs that were 

undergone targeted sequence capture and HTS.   

 

 

Figure 1 A pedigree family of Scottish Terriers. Six dogs were selected for sequencing (green 

border). Solid reds represent case dogs.  Circles and squares represent female and male, 

respectively.  There is a male case dog (top left) that is not related to any of the dogs in the family. 

 

Targeted sequence capture 

Target enrichment sequence capture of the 6.7 megabase (Mb) region (CanFam 

built 2.0) was performed using 3x720K capture microarrays custom-designed and 

manufactured by Roche NimbleGen (Madison, WI). Two arrays were used for six Scottish 

Terriers (3 dogs for each array). There were 10,065 probes designed to capture non-

repetitive sequence from base position 102,999,999 to 109,711,000 on CFA X. DNA was 

prepared for hybridization by the following step-wise approach. First, the canine genomic 

DNA (3µ/100µl) was fragmented by sonication (Covaris, Woburn, MA). Second, T4 DNA 

Polymerase and T4 Polynucleotide Kinase were used for end-repairing of the DNA 

fragments. Then, a poly A-tail was added using the Klenow fragment enzyme (3´→ 5´ exo-) 
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and indexed oligo adaptors (provided by The Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA) were ligated 

to the polyA-tailed DNA using T4 DNA Ligase. The end repaired/polyA-tailed/indexed DNA 

was enriched by Phusion® High-Fidelity DNA polymerase and AccuPrime® DNA polymerase 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). All reagents were obtained from the New England Biolabs 

(Ipswich, MA, unless otherwise indicated) and used according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Next, purification steps were performed using a QIAquick and MinElute PCR 

Purification Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and agencourt AMPure XP kit (Beckman Coulter 

Inc., Beverly, MA). The Hybridization process was performed per the manufacturer’s 

protocol (Roche NimbleGen Inc., Madison, WI) at 42°C (min: 41.2°C and max: 43.4°C) for 

72 hours. Then, the uncaptured and targeted captured DNA were eluted from the array and 

were amplified using Phusion® High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs, 

Ipswich, MA). Afterwards, quantitative PCR ( qPCR, QuantiFast® SYBR® Green PCR 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA)) was carried out using three sets of on (Table1) and off target region 

primers in order to evaluate the relative quantification the on and off target capture DNA 

library.  

HTS and data analysis 

Paired-end sequencing was performed on the capture library using an Illumina Hi-

seq 2000 sequencer (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA), and the sequences obtained were 

aligned by referring to the whole dog genome (CanFam 2.0) using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 

(BWA) (http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/)6. Next, the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK)7 was 

utilized to accomplish the following: local realignment around indels, base quality score 

recalibration, SNP discovery and indel identification across all 6 samples, variant filtration by 

standard filtering parameters, and depth of coverage of each targeted region8. Variants were 

characterized as a SNP or indel when different from the reference canine sequence 

http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/
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(CanFam 2.0). Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) was used to visualize the sequences and 

variants (http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/)Based on the number of families in which case 

dogs had normal parents, it was decided to identify variants that segregated with an X-linked 

recessive mode of inheritance. In this instance, variants were defined as being: 1) a 

homozygous variant for female and hemizygous for male case dogs, 2) heterozygous for 

female carriers, and 3) hemizygous reference or variant different from the case dogs for the 

male control. Genes in the regions of interest were identified using UCSC Genome Browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway). 

Sanger sequencing the segregated variants and exons of HPRT1 gene  

All exons in the hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase gene (HPRT1, 

chrX:108,117,629-108,214,917), two intronic regions in the HPRT1 gene, and one intronic 

region in the plant homeodomain-like finger family 6 (PHF6) were sequenced. The selected 

intronic regions contained the variants segregating with the disease within a conserved 

region. All primers were designed using an online primer designed tool, Primer3 (v.0.4.0, 

http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/) (Table1). The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) conditions 

were: 1) incubate a 95° for 5 minutes; 2) 95° for 30 seconds; 3) 58° for 30 seconds; 4) 72° 

for 30 seconds; 5) Cycle to step 2 for 4 more times; 6) 95° for 30 seconds; 7) 56° for 30 

seconds; 8) 72° for 30 seconds; 9) Cycle to step 6 for 29 more times; 10) incubate a 72° for 

5 minutes; and 11) incubate a 12° for 5 minutes. PCR products were purified using either 

agencourt AMPure XP kit (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Beverly, MA), QAIquick PCR Purification 

Kit, or MinElute PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN Inc, Valencia, CA). Sequencing of each 

purified PCR product (20-40 ng/µl for 8µl) was carried out bidirectionally using the forward 

and reverse primers listed in table 1. Standard sequencing reactions and cycles following 

the BigDye® Terminator v3.1 manufacture’s protocol (Applied Biosystems, Foster, CA), and 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/
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capillary electrophoresis runs of the samples on ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster, CA) were performed by Eurofins MWG Operon, Huntsville, AL. 

 

Table 1 The sequence of forward and reverse primers used for qPCR on two target capture regions 

and Sanger sequencing of HPRT1 exons, and the variants segregating with hereditary cerebellar 

cortical degeneration of Scottish Terriers 

 

Primer name Forward Reverse 

ChrX_104Mb_qPCR TGACCCCTTTCTCTTCTCCA ATCCTGCCTCTCCTTCTACCAA 

ChrX_106Mb_qPCR TTAGAACGCATTGGGAAAGG AATTTCATCTTCGGCTTCCTC 

HPRT1exon1 agcaaatctctccgctttcc cggcacaagtcaaccaaaac 

HPRT1exon2 catctaaagtcaatcctgtaatgc ccaatctcccttcagtgtactt 

HPRT1exon3 tgtgttttgtggaagtgtaatgc gaaaagctcactgtaaccaagtg 

HPRT1exon4 gatccccctgaaacataattctt ttggattctgctgcctcttt 

HPRT1exon5 tgaggcccagagaaacttca tttcaggcacaaaagagagga 

HPRT1exon6 tcggatgctttcaagatggt gcaaagagatgactgcaatgaa 

HPRT1exon7&8 ccccgtgtcagtctttcttt tgtctaatgggaaccaccag 

HPRT1exon9 ggaagaccacagcaacctct cacccaaagggaatggatag 

ChrX108125Kb (intron of PHF6) aaactgcacataactctgaaggt tcctaacacttttctggattcttt 

ChrX108182Kb (intron of HPRT1) tccatttgatctggtctgga aatttttgtggtttgcacatt 

ChrX108210Kb (intron of HPRT1) aattttgggataggggtcaga aagaggttacagactaccctttgc 

 

 

Results 

Targeted sequence captures and HTS and data analysis 

The results of qPCR comparing the on targeted and off targeted capture region 

confirmed that the regions of interest on CFA X (103 to109.7 Mb) were specifically captured 

by the oligonucleotide microarray. Using Cp (crossing point) value to measure a sample 

reflecting the initial concentration of template DNA in the reaction, there was a strong signal 

from the target region amplification with an average Cp value of 21, whereas the average 
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Cp value was as high as 35 for the off target region amplification from both arrays (Figure 2). 

Lower Cp values correspond to higher initial template concentrations.  

 

 

Figure 2 The results of qPCR represents the average of Cp value for on and off target amplification. 

Blue bars represent the off target Cp value. Red bars represent the on target Cp value. 

 

For the 6 samples, 90.65% and 75.43% of target bases achieved coverage depth of 

at least 2x and 20x, respectively. Bait Design Efficiency was equal to 1.28. There were 

5,743 variants (3,392 SNPs and 2,351 indels) found in the 6.7 Mb region sequenced on 

CFA X. Of those SNPs and indels, 96 were variants segregating with the disease in a 

recessive manner (Figure 3 and Table 2). These 96 variants included 55 SNPs, 20 

deletions, and 21 insertions. Interestingly, eleven variants (3 SNPs, 4 deletions, and 4 

insertions) were located between base position 103,250,089 and 105,659,651. Fifty-nine 

variants (36 SNPs, 8 deletions, and 15 insertions) were located between base position 

108,019,411 and 108,998432. In addition, there were 26 variants (16 SNPs, 8 deletions, and 

2 insertions) between base position 109,010,981 and 109,704,442 (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 A plots of 96 variants segregating with hereditary cerebellar degeneration in the three case 

and three control Scottish Terriers. Blue and red dots represent SNPs and indels respectively. The X-

axis represents a position on CFA X and Y-axis represents CFA X. 
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Table 2 All the variants segregating with hereditary cerebellar degeneration in the three case and 
three control Scottish Terriers (targeted sequence capture). The cells highlights pink are the variants 
chosen to be sequenced by sanger sequencing in 89 Scottish Terriers. 
 

CFA Position 
Variant 

type 
Reference base 

Alternative 
base 

X 103250089 insertion C CA 

X 103731417 SNP T G 

X 103794820 deletion AAAAT A 

X 103847900 insertion C CGTGTGT 

X 104013199 SNP T C 

X 104013369 SNP G A 

X 104304074 insertion C CTGCGTG 

X 104321372 insertion A ATGTGTGT 

X 104323677 deletion GGC G 

X 105265724 deletion TA T 

X 105659651 deletion CAG C 

X 108019411 deletion CTT C 

X 108032023 SNP C A 

X 108051633 insertion T TA 

X 108082354 insertion A AG 

X 108111994 SNP G C 

X 108125305 SNP A C 

X 108181408 insertion T TTCTC 

X 108182284 SNP T C 

X 108186519 deletion CT C 

X 108186530 SNP T A 

X 108195975 insertion C CAGAG 

X 108198659 insertion C CTT 

X 108199555 SNP G A 

X 108208876 SNP G A 

X 108208877 SNP G A 

X 108209062 SNP A T 

X 108209063 SNP A T 

X 108210312 insertion C CCTCTCTCT 

X 108210338 SNP C T 

X 108210414 SNP G T 

X 108210452 SNP C T 

X 108210609 SNP T G 

X 108212885 deletion AAAAAC A 

X 108213349 SNP T C 

X 108215653 insertion C CT 

X 108216518 insertion A AAAC 

X 108219161 insertion G GGTTCAC 

X 108219186 insertion T TCTC 

X 108219247 SNP G A 

X 108219299 SNP T C 

X 108219314 SNP G A 

X 108219323 SNP G T 

X 108276468 insertion T TA 

X 108336539 insertion G GC 

X 108381799 SNP G A 
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Table 2 Continued 

 

CFA Position 
Variant 

type 
Reference base 

Alternative 
base 

X 108402550 insertion G GA 

X 108410522 deletion AT A 

X 108413693 SNP G A 

X 108457499 deletion GAAAC G 

X 108472455 SNP A G 

X 108486283 SNP A G 

X 108543885 insertion T TCAGA 

X 108547291 deletion AAC A 

X 108656650 deletion TGTGG T 

X 108665843 SNP G T 

X 108701204 SNP A T 

X 108728482 SNP C T 

X 108734104 deletion ATT A 

X 108742767 SNP A G 

X 108745826 SNP G T 

X 108748729 insertion T TG 

X 108774048 SNP G A 

X 108774308 SNP C T 

X 108820169 SNP A T 

X 108837152 SNP C T 

X 108882319 SNP C T 

X 108886095 SNP T C 

X 108935426 SNP C G 

X 108998432 SNP C T 

X 109010981 SNP A T 

X 109014183 deletion TAC T 

X 109041008 SNP A T 

X 109047278 SNP G A 

X 109051915 deletion CAG C 

X 109069665 SNP G A 

X 109086057 SNP T G 

X 109129311 SNP T C 

X 109145663 SNP C A 

X 109152743 SNP G A 

X 109192217 SNP C A 

X 109305182 SNP G A 

X 109394767 deletion GAA G 

X 109466727 deletion ATTTTC A 

X 109504388 SNP A G 

X 109546085 deletion AG A 

X 109550568 SNP A T 

X 109555024 SNP G A 

X 109560670 deletion TACAC T 

X 109605040 SNP A T 

X 109667618 insertion C CTCTCTCTG 

X 109673342 deletion GCAGATGGCA G 

X 109684981 SNP A G 

X 109698462 insertion A AT 

X 109699177 deletion TAAAAAAAGATAATTGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA T 

X 109704442 SNP C A 
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Sanger sequencing the segregated variants and exons of HPRT1 gene 

Based on the sequences of the cases and controls obtained from the HTS capture of 

6.7 Mb on CFA X, there were more variants segregating with the disease in between 108Mb 

and 109.7Mb than 103Mb and 108Mb on CFA X. In this 108Mb to 109.7 Mb region 

containing at least 28 genes (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway), eighteen variants 

were found in the intron of HPRT1 gene. The HPRT1 gene consists of nine exons and is 

located between the positions 108,177,629 bp and 108,214,917 bp. Four variants were 

found in intron 1 and in intron 5, three variants were found in intron 3, and seven variants 

were found in intron 6.  The result of conventional sequencing on all the exons of HPRT1 

gene in the three cases and three controls was consistent with the sequence from the 

targeted capture sequencing (no variants or mutations found). Sanger sequencing of one 

variant (at 108125305 bp) in intron 5 of the PHF6 gene (primer: ChrX108125Kb), one 

variant (at 108182284 bp) in intron 1 (primer: ChrX108182Kb), and four variants (at 

108210338 bp, 108210414 bp, 108210452 bp, and 108210609 bp) in intron 6 (primer: 

ChrX108210Kb) of the HPRT1 gene was performed in 89 Scottish Terriers (24 male 

controls, 41 female controls, 16 male cases, 7 female cases, and 1 female undetermined). 

They were all related and were from the family that was used to perform linkage analysis 

(chapter 4). There was no variant that segregated perfectly with phenotype (Table 3). 

However, the majority (19/23) of cases had a different genotype to the control dogs. There 

were eight controls that had the same genotype as cases. Three controls with the case 

genotype were the same control dogs in the SNP genotyping (chapter 5) that had the case 

genotype. Two cases with a control genotype and one case with a heterozygous genotype 

were also the same dogs as those that had genotypes that did not match their phenotype in 

SNP genotyping. The owners of the control dogs with the case genotype were contacted to 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
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ensure that they had not developed neurological signs. Only three of owners of these dogs 

responded to the communication and all three reported that their dogs were still normal.  

 

Table 3 The results of six variants (SNP) on CFAX sequenced by Sanger sequencing with a total of 

89 Scottish Terriers (24 male controls, 41 female controls, 16 male cases, 7 female cases, and 1 

female undetermined affected status). F is female, M is male, and Ref is reference sequence. 

 

Affected 
Status 

SNP at 
108125305 bp 

Ref=A 

SNP at 
108182284 bp 

Ref=T 

SNP at 
108210338 bp 

Ref=C 

SNP at 
108210414 bp 

Ref=G 

SNP at 
108210452 bp 

Ref=C 

SNP at 
108210609 bp 

Ref=T 

  AA AC CC TT CT CC CC CT TT GG GT TT CC CT TT TT TG GG 

case 
1M 
1F 

2F 
15M
4F 

1M 
1F 

2F 
15M
4F 

1M 
1F 

2F 
15M
4F 

1M 
1F 

2F 
15M
4F 

1M 
1F 

2F 
15M
4F 

1M 
1F 

2F 
15M 
4F 

control 
17M
10F 

29F 
7M 
2F 

17M
9F 

30F 
7M 
2F 

18M
8F 

31F 
6M  
2F 

18M
8F 

31F 
6M 
2F 

18M 
8F 

31F 
6M 
2F 

18M
8F 

31F 
6M 
2F 

unknown 1F 0 0 1F 0 0 1F 0 0 1F 0 0 1F 0 0 1F 0 0 

 

 

Discussion 
 

High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS) and targeted sequence capture microarray 

technology has enabled us to further investigate the entire candidate region on CFA X. 

Preliminary sequencing of a subset of Scottish Terrier cases and controls identified variants 

segregating with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration with a recessive mode of 

inheritance assumed. Based on the previous genome-wide linkage and association studies, 

a 6.7 Mb region (from 103 to 109.7 Mb) on CFA X was sequenced. The result of qPCR 

shown that the region of interest (on target) was captured, but not the off target region. At 

least 90% of the target region contained two sequences. In this region, 96 variants (either in 

non-coding region or intron) segregated with the disease trait. Of these 96, 85 variants were 

located in a 2.7 Mb region (108 to 109.7 Mb), and the intron of the gene that had the largest 

number of variants was the HPRT1 gene. Mutations in HPRT1 gene have been linked with 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (LNS) with reports of neuropathy affecting the cerebellum as a rare 
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component9. Therefore, HPRT1 was considered the first candidate gene for sequencing 

variants. To confirm the accuracy of the sequence data from HTS, all exons of the HPRT1 

gene were resequenced with the Sanger technique and the sequence data generated was 

identical. In dog, the HPRT1 gene is located on CFA X between 108177629bp and 

108177655bp. Five variants were sequenced in 23 cases and 65 controls, and none of 

these variants segregated perfectly with the disease trait. However, 13 more variants were 

present in this gene that will need to be sequenced in a larger cohort of Scottish Terriers to 

identify if any segregated with the disease trait. As discussed in chapter 5, there were two 

potential reasons that control dogs might have the case genotype. Firstly, the phenotype of 

the dogs could be wrong. However, we followed up with owners of the control dogs that had 

the case genotype and they were still normal, decreasing the potential for false positives for 

the disease. Secondly, there could be a mutation occurring among a common haplotype in 

this group of dogs, in which they were all from one family. We therefore propose to 

sequence all the variants identified by our targeted sequence capture work in the controls 

with the case genotype including all the control dogs with the mismatch between genotype 

and phenotype identified by SNP genotyping (chapter 5). This will facilitate identification of 

the variants not found in the control dogs within this presumably common haplotype.  

The variants segregating with the disease trait were identified based on an X-linked 

recessive mode of inheritance. However, by examining the available pedigree and litter 

information, the mode of inheritance is still unclear and a dominant mode with incomplete 

penetrance is also possible. If no mutation is found after sequencing all the variants 

segregating with the recessive trait, the variants will need to be rescreened to identify 

variants segregating with dominant conditioning of an incompletely penetrating trait.  
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As discussed in chapter 5, mutations in the HPRT1 gene cause a wide range of 

clinical signs and neuropathies as a part of Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (LNS or gout)9, 10. Ataxia 

and a neuropathy in the cerebellum are minor component of LNS, whereas Scottish Terriers 

with hereditary cerebellar degeneration show mainly cerebellar degeneration reflecting their 

purely cerebellar ataxia as a clinical manifestation. In particular, there is no evidence of 

alterations in uric acid levels that so classically produce the gouty arthritis seen in LNS. In 

order to prioritize future sequencing of the variants, the genes in the region were 

investigated to identify additional candidates. There are about 19 X-linked disorders 

associated with cerebellar ataxia have been reported 11 (Table 3 in chapter 1). Our HTS 

analysis indicated that the solute carrier family 9 member 6 (SLC9A6) gene, a gene 

associated with X-linked mental retardation with a component of cerebellar ataxia, was also 

located in the sequenced region (from 103 to 109.7 Mb). In humans, SLC9A6 is located in 

between position 135,067,583bp and 135129428bp (UCSC Genome Browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway). The SLC9A6 gene encodes a sodium-

hydrogen exchanger protein 6 (NHE6) that plays an important role regulating pH in the 

endosomes (responsible for Na+ and H+ transport). Depletion of NHE6 (SLC9A6 knockout 

mice) has been involved in endosomal and lysosomal dysfunction12. Mutations in SLC9A6 

are known to cause X-linked Angelman-like syndrome (also named Christianson Syndrome) 

13. Several neurological signs are reported in X-linked Angelman-like syndrome, including 

ataxia, hyperkinetic movement, mental retardation, excessive drooling, epilepsy, and happy 

demeanor with spontaneous or easily provoked smiling and laughter14. Affected patients 

exhibit neuronal loss in the hippocampus and pons, and more interestingly, cerebellar 

atrophy (particularly in the vermis) characterized by loss of granular and Purkinje neurons, 

and microcystic changes in the molecular layer of the cerebellum. The neurological signs 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
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and distribuation of neuropathology may vary among different types of SLC9A6 gene 

mutations11. These clinical and histopathological findings in humans differ from hereditary 

cerebellar degeneration observed in Scottish Terriers. Affected Scottish Terriers exhibit only 

classical cerebellar ataxia. Neuropathological findings in affected Scottish Terriers are 

confined to the cerebellum and are characterized by loss of Purkinje and granular neurons, 

a depletion of molecular layer, and an accumulation of polyglucosan bodies in the molecular 

layer15. There is no microcytic change in the molecular layer in Scottish Terriers. However, 

given the existence of variations on the neurological course and neuropathology of different 

SLC9A6 mutations in humans, SLC9A6 mutations related to neurodegeneration in human 

X-linked Angelman like-syndrome may also be present in hereditary cerebellar degeneration 

in Scottish Terriers; and this fact makes the SLC9A6 a potential candidate gene for this 

condition in this breed. In Scottish Terriers, SLC9A6 gene is located in between 

109,487,347bp and 109,534,427bp positions (UCSC Genome Browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway) on CFA X, and one intronic variant segregating 

with hereditary cerebellar degeneration in this breed was found in this gene.  

Another variant segregating with hereditary cerebellar degeneration in Scottish 

Terriers (at 103794820 bp) is located in the putative gene SMARCA1 (previously known as 

SNF2L). SMARCA1 has been associated with the X-linked mental retardation in humans, 

although a mutation has not been identified in this gene16. The SMARCA1 gene encodes an 

ATP-dependent chromatin modifying protein (ISWI/SNF2 ATPase family), which is thought 

to regulate important pluripotent transcription factors (Nanog, Sox2, POU5F1). However, 

SMARCA1 main function is not well understood since SMARCA1 knock-out mice have not 

been reported. At the mouse embryological level, the ATPase SMARCA1 has been shown 

to regulate epigenetic reprogramming including both covalent and non-covalent 

http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway
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modifications to chromatin, and also the differentiation process of multiple cell lineages in 

combination with other SNF2 ATPases17-19. Thus, epigenetic factors may be involved in 

causing the disease in Scottish Terriers. The variants in SLC9A6 and SMARCA1 mandate 

future sequencing in a larger cohort of Scottish Terriers to further confirm the HTS outcome. 

In summary, there are variants segregating with hereditary cerebellar cortical 

degeneration in Scottish Terriers in three candidate genes - HPRT1, SMARCA1, SLC9A6 -

that have been associated with neurological syndromes of which cerebellar ataxia and  

pathology are a component in humans. While most cases shared the same genotype, there 

were a significant number of controls that had a genotype profile common to the case dogs. 

It is notable that in the same control, individuals had the case genotype in all variants 

sequenced and SNPs genotyped (chapter 5). Therefore, the mutation likely occurred on the 

common haplotype, or our control phenotype and the mode of inheritance were incorrect. 

Assuming our phenotypes are correct, the next appropriate step is to sequence the variants 

identified in this study focusing on the controls with the case genotype. Any variant that 

segregates perfectly with phenotype in this cohort of control will then be genotyped in a 

larger population of Scottish Terriers. In addition, High Throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-

seq) will be performed to evaluate gene expression in this region. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions and Limitations and Future Directions 

Conclusions 

Hereditary cerebellar degeneration has emerged in the Scottish Terrier in the last 

decade. Little was known regarding this neurodegenerative disorder in Scottish Terriers until 

the dissertation studies presented herein started. These dissertation studies are 

summarized below, by presenting the main findings of each project/chapter: 

1) In chapter 2, we have described our prospective study published in 2010, where 

the clinical manifestations of 62 affected (case) Scottish Terriers with hereditary cerebellar 

disease were described, and the disease prevalence was estimated at 1 in 1,335 American 

Kennel Club registered dogs. Affected Scottish Terriers with hereditary cerebellar 

degenerative disease exhibited a slowly progressive clinical course with hypermetric ataxia, 

wide-based stance, spasticity, balance loss, and intention tremors. An autosomal recessive 

mode of inheritance was then proposed for hereditary cerebellar degenerative disease by 

examining the available pedigree and litter information on a preliminary basis1.  

2) In chapter 3, histopatological studies were performed in affected Scottish Terriers 

with hereditary cerebellar degenerative disease. Cerebellar cortical degeneration was a 

histopathological hallmark feature of this disease characterized by loss of Purkinje neurons, 

thinning of molecular and granular layers, and accumulation of polyglucosan bodies in the 

molecular layer. Neuronal degeneration in the vermis was more profound dorsally, and 

significantly more polyglucosan bodies were present in the ventral half with surviving 

Purkinje neurons. Immunohistochemical studies showed polyglucosan bodies positive for 

neurofilament 200kD and ubiquitin, and negative for glial fibrillary acidic protein, 

synaptophysin, neurospecific endolase, vimentin, and S100. Ultrastructural analysis 
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revealed non-membrane bound polyglucosan bodies with a dense core structure containing 

amorphous moderately electron dense, granular material. The accumulation pattern, 

immunohistochemical staining and ultrastructure of polyglucosan bodies found in Scottish 

Terriers were different from those polyglucosan bodies associated with Lafora 

neurodegenerative disease (polyglucosan body accumulation as a hallmark), or with normal 

aging (corpora amylacea as a hallmark)2  

3) In chapter 4, dissertation studies attempted to locate a chromosomal region 

segregated with the hereditary cerebellar degenerative disease in affected Scottish Terriers 

by using family-based genome-wide microsatellite genotyping and the linkage analysis. 

Linkage analysis revealed a 76.2 Mb region linked to the disease only on the X chromosome 

(CFA X), and no autosomal chromosomes were statistically linked to the disease. Pedigree 

re-evaluation showed that three couple of normal parents gave only normal female and 

affected (case) male offspring. In another family, affected dam gave normal female and 

affected male offspring. From these families, the disease could potentially transmit in a 

recessive manner. However, there is one affected female that has known normal parents, 

which should not be consistent with a recessive mode of inheritance, so the possibility that 

the disease could transmit as a dominant trait with the incomplete penetrance was 

considered. Although the pattern of inheritance of the disease cannot be determined by 

examining the available pedigree, in our population of case dogs, the number of female 

cases was lower than males, but still higher than anticipated for a recessive x-linked trait. 

However, if the over-representation of females in the control population is taken into 

account, the ratio of male case to female cases appears to be more consistent with a 

recessive X linked trait. 
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4) In chapter 5, genome-wide SNP genotyping and case-control association analysis 

were consistent with the outcomes of the linkage analysis. In fact, the association analysis 

narrowed the region of interest on CFA X down to 6.7 Mb. Homozygosity mapping based on 

the X-linked recessive trait have identified two candidate regions at 104.613 to 106.190 Mb 

and in 108 Mb on the CFA X associated with the hereditary cerebellar ataxia in Scottish 

Terriers. However, there was no perfectly disease segregating haplotype between cases 

and controls in those two regions, and there was no clear candidate gene. 

5) In chapter 6, targeted capture microarray technology on the region of interest in 

CFA X and High-Throughput Sequencing (HTS) of a limited cohort of cases and controls 

revealed 96 variants in the intronic or non-coding regions segregating with hereditary 

cerebellar cortical degeneration in Scottish Terriers. Five of those variants were further 

sequenced in 23 cases and 65 controls, but none of those variants segregated perfectly with 

the disease. The HPRT1 gene, previously linked with human cerebellar neuropathy in 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, was considered the first candidate gene for variants’ sequencing, 

since variants in this gene were found more densely than in other genes. Other variants also 

segregated with hereditary cerebellar degeneration in Scottish Terriers in two other 

candidate genes - SLC9A6 and SMARCA1. SLC9A6 has been associated with X-linked 

mental retardation (Christianson type) with ataxia component in humans. SMARCA1 was 

found linked with epigenetic factors affecting embryological multilineage cellular 

differentiation, which may potentially influence postnatal CNS development and aging. 

 

Limitations and Future directions 

Hereditary cerebellar degeneration has emerged in the Scottish Terrier breed and a 

large cohort of cases was described epidemiologically, clinically and histopatologically in 
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these dissertation studies. Despite our many interesting outcomes regarding this poorly 

described disease in this breed, study limitations must be acknowledged, including the 

following: 1) Difficulty in diagnosing accurately mild forms of ataxia based on dog owner 

reports and short video snapshots of dogs behavior and locomotion/balance/gait 

performance.; 2) The need for postmortem histopathology to reach a definitive diagnosis of 

hereditary cerebellar degeneration which limited the  number of definitive diagnoses we 

could make.; 3) Poor access to brain MRI (due to high cost), which  is a type of imaging 

necessary to improve the antemortem accuracy of diagnosis (when postmortem neuro-

histopathological analysis of the brain is not feasible); 4) A segregation analysis has not 

been performed to identify the true mode of inheritance because limited dog pedigree and 

litter information can be obtained, funding for establishing a breeding colony has not been 

forthcoming; 5) Some control dogs were not available for a follow-up and these may 

developed signs of cerebellar disease later in life. 6) Inability to evaluate control dogs to 

ensure that they are indeed normal.  

Genome analysis unveiling the genetic roots and the X-linked mode of inheritance of 

hereditary cerebellar degeneration was necessary for this neurodegenerative disorder in 

Scottish Terriers. Findings at the genetic level in this dog breed can possibly reveal 

mutations not yet found in its proposed human counterpart, X-linked spinocerebellar ataxia. 

A limited cohort of cases and controls (three of each group) revealed 96 variants 

segregating with hereditary cerebellar cortical degeneration in Scottish Terriers. Five of 

those 96 variants were sequenced in 23 cases and 65 controls, but none of those variants 

segregated perfectly with the disease. Notably, there were eight controls that had genotype 

as cases. Three controls with the case genotype were the same dogs that had case 

genotype in SNP genotyping. In addition, the controls from SNP genotyping (chapter 5) and 
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Sanger sequencing (chapter 6) that had the case genotype were from the same family 

except one male dog. Therefore, the mutation likely occurred on the background of a 

common haplotype, which prompts future Sanger sequencing in intronic variants on the 

three candidate genes - HPRT1, SLC9A6, SMARCA1 - focusing on those controls with a 

genotypic profile common among case dogs. We anticipate that this additional sequencing 

project will identify the mutation associated with and possibly causing the disease and lead 

to the development of a genetic test. If no candidate mutation is found from further 

sequencing, future studies should also involve the following: 1) Sequencing of all exons of 

SLC9A6 and SMARCA1 genes by Sanger sequencing to confirm HTS output; 2) 

Sequencing all variants segregated with the disease established by HTS in a larger cohort 

of Scottish Terrier; 3) Re-evaluate the homozygosity mapping from the SNP genotyping 

(chapter 5) and the variants segregating with the disease from HTS (chapter 6) by assuming 

the X-linked dominant with incomplete penetrance trait; 4) An expression of all genes will be 

performed by high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)  technology using RNA extracted 

from the cerebellum (if available) and from blood of both control and case Scottish Terriers 

to distinguish the differential expression of all genes between control and case dogs. These 

future studies will enable us to identify the mutated gene triggering hereditary cerebellar 

cortical degeneration in Scottish Terriers. 
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